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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmnes in the Right"
Volume

XV.

ROY.

SnowStorm

The Roy Election
The rumor having become current that we are trying to put
througt the bond issue at the
coming election in order to sell to
the city a franchise we think it
no more than right and just to
say to the citizens that the matter is absurd to say the least.
The franchise in question was
taken a number of years ago and
its existance ceased pne year
from date, account of our not
having complied with require
ments as to the beginning of
work within one year. The origi
nal copy has been lost and it is
now to late to secure a copy be
lore election to snow that it is
dead and in fact does not exist
we respectfully submit to you
our affidavit that the franchise
is null and void and that we will
in no way connect ourselves
with a franchise selling proposition to the city of Roy or any

Mora County,

new Mexico.

Saturday,

"Mens

The

3u, 1918.

"IT

"Get-Togethe- r"

The snow storm of last week

March

.'

r"

NUMBER

Waterworks

If the state is paying out

for-

The new tower for the

10

Business Change
Another business

change

in

is variously recorded from 3 to Social at the home of Mayor and tunes on fraudulent bonds, fake
Co. s, private water works town this week
F. S, Brown
3 2 inches of water. It came in Mrs. Frank A, Roy, Saturday interest coupons and such things fis completed and the tank will has purchased the interost of
an ideal manner to do all the night was a grand success Jn It is no wonder that the taxpay- soon be reaqy for storing water. J. E. Wifdman in the Roy Garage
good possible for the surviving spite of the inclement ' weather ers are complar.ing of the size of The top of the tank is GO feet and will again be in personal
wheat and started the grass and deep mud which prevented the tax levies. It can also be high and the bottom is 20 feet charge of that big institution
1--

growing like summer showers,
'
The mud was a problam, and
trasportaion was almost suspended for a few days but no one
complained much, Following the
dry long winter, ar.d 'the damaging winds of the past, few weeks
the mud was a welcome relief.

many guests from being present understood that the valuations above the 'roof of the store and which he created. This with his
Most of the men in town and a for the purpepe of taxation must other buildings which it protects. building and extensive farming
number from the country came be all the properly will stand, When the big windmill is erect- he plans to do this summer, his
m spite of the weather and enjoy and as much more as can be ed at the Florsheim 'well and the live stock interests, his prospeced . an evening of social and mtdo to stick.
The railroads pipes connected to the interior tive office of Mayor of Roy, and
have been valued at more than hose system, and other water fix- his large land holdings together
friendly intercourse.
The Mesdames, F. A. Roy, O. their properties are worth, and tures in side all the buildings tank with his social, civic, and politiW. Ilearn, F. S. Drown and J, É. the fiíur.:!á of ,iliu government, is filled with water 20,000 gallons cal activities ought to keep him
Russell were hostesses?, Mrs. prove it against us. Live stock of it, and. the water tank install- fairly busy this season. Fred is
Brown was unable to he present is assesped at about all the mar- ed in the street for public use it earning the titlcof "TheMcAdco
THE VOLUNTER
as they could not return from ket will stand, and that after the will bo a fine demonstration of of Roy".
It is true that when you left us Clayton in time. Mrs. C. L. grower pays the 'frcighf to mar? what can be done with a little And it is said he is learning to
There was no parade or band,
Wensell, Misses Erma Russell ket, while other classes of pro- enterprise and money in the way knit so he can occupy his spare
And no crowd of grateful and Orpha Ross, assisted in sew perty loudly complain.
The of proVate water works.
time."
officiate
ing
give
which
very
should
citizens
the luncheon
slate
at least
was
Pedro Montoya- who carved
Were there to held your hand.
daintily prepared and sérved for the relief possible by stopping
Mrs. Mary Waters and Miss
Zacharias
Ebel with a knife last
colunwarranted payments and
The things you miss are just a company Of "Mere men."
Elsye
Huelz drove to Springer
The object of the Social, aside lecting the rmoúnts already 'paid week was .giving a perliminary
because
Tuesday
evening after school in
hearing
before Judge Foster
from the sentiment expressed in out';,.'
Oh! neglected volunteer,
Bob
Alldredge's
big car to bring
Tuesday,
He Waived examination
others.
When you heard yqur country Che invitations was to give the
Bob
home
from
a business trip
men a chance to meet in a social
F. S. Brown.
Ellis Abernathy, writes his and mas bound oer to the GranJ
calling
which
he
on
Sunday.
left
F. A. Roy. ' You promptly answered "here". way as the ladies have been do- father that the Smilage Books he Jury under $500. bond. Ebel is
ing each week to have a chance received have been refused at getting along all right.
Affidavit
We know you need no urging
H. C. Abbott, accompanied by
to leave a silver offering for the all camp entertainments and that
You possessed the finer ear,
State of New Mexico
S. Floersheim and "Mickey".
Red Cross, at the same time. so far as he knows, none of them
Frank Banks and wife, of
ES
That hears the call of duty
Ehe offering was very generous have been honored in any camp. sweetwater, Okla. drove in' to started to Springer Wednesday
County of Mora
And is deaf to that of fear.
and the ladies appreciate this as Ve shall start an investigation Roy in their car Saturday, coming morning in Abbott's Ford.
Personally appeared before me
While glory marched before you well as the vote of appreciation
as we sold some of these in good from Texline in the snow and
F. S. Brown and Frank A. Roy And honor held your hand
Mr. and Mrs. Melville Floer
taken before leaving.
faith and we must know why if mud. They will stay in town for sheim
who under oath deposes and says
entertoinsd a company of
How could we know that you
a time and are looking for a farm
After the luncheon a short they are gone wrong.
'
that some years ago the date not
friends last Thursday evening
had missed,
talk-fewas indulged in to give
Ellis is now a Lieutenant in to buy. Mrs. Banks is a trained and Mr. and Mrs.
being "known they had a water The banquet and the band.
Al Hanson Frithe
Men" a chance. to charge bf a
gun and is Primary teacher with 11 years day evening-- , in
and light franchise for the town
honor of Miss
And would it help, I wonder
practice. Rev. Hearn, Conserva- wearing shoulderstraps.
experience and will seek employ
of Ray Mora County N. M. That
Colin, their eonsin who left Saturtion, Rev. Heaton, Liberty bonds
If you could surely know
ment here shs states.
it was specifically stated that opday. .
That loyal hearts are with you the Editor, Pled Cross and Prof.
Loading
old
out
iron, bones and
erations should commence within
Whereever you may go?
Russell, Thrift Stamps, J. Floer rigs has been almost an industry
Easter services will be held at The Lumber
one year from date otherwise the
and Coal interests
sheim,
"Ad
C.
II.
Abbott,
cue
Lib"
while
along
nov umrcn aur.aay evening of the Roy
vou follow dutv
That
the hou.se track, in Roy this
Trading Co. has been
franchise was null and void, furSheep' and others.
week. It í;t surprising how much at eight
sold to Messrs Roberts & Olver,
ther that they did not comply' To some far and lonely place
Messrs
Special music will be rendered of
Al
Hanson
with his such junk can be collected!
borne eyes are wet with tears
Amarillo, Texas. The invoice
with the requirments and the
by the Quartet and Choir Rev, O
violin and C. L. Justice at the
for you
was completed and the new firm
franchise is and has been dead
piano, rendered some choice
Dr. and Mrs. Bartholomew and W. Ilearn having charge.
That never saw your face.
took possession Thursday.
for two years or more. .
music,' as did also Miss Erma little son were in town Tuesday
Rev. W. C. Heaton wiil de ver
And when your work is over
Further that th'ey will ucon re
Russell at the Piano.
on business connected ..with .the the sermon.
The wrecking train went north
quest from any one secure r copy For God and native land.
A
by
cartoon
Rev.
Henrjv:
tíieir horflwtead, Thsy.
be:
pyrf.on
Ydu shall nomis? the greeting
Monday
morning and. Jx'aturclly
of this farnchise and assign it
"inga clever" take-ofon bur oil are'nowló'cated'at "Albuquerque v Prof.:"'Rüs3cir told us :xf half made us think
ihe mnquet nor hand.
any person ' or persons as máy
there wSs a muss-t'
investigation and caricaturing a which will be their home in fu- truth last week and we published
clean us on the tracks above.
Thomas J. Smith,
directed. Original having been
it
as
the
truth. He was elected
number of prominent citizens ture,.
'
'
lost.
Amb. Co. No. 10.
Chm. of the second Caucus but It was really going to swing in
was one of the big laughs of the
the girders on the Colfax brigge
Futher that they have not or
Fort Sam Houston
Fred Brown received the lum- declined to serve. He didn't tell
event. The historic pictures of
over
any
the Cimarron river. At
further date offer
will not at
Texas.
Roy and vicinity giving a story ber for his residence building and us that so we got him on as Chm.
Abbott
the wrecker train got off
to sell this or any other franchise
of the town from before it was unloaded the twa cars this week, when it was really J, B. Lusk the track and
to the city of Roy or to any inwrecked itself.
This is to say that I am not a to now, which Mr. Roy has pre- hauling it to the building site wno Dresiaea, jur. Kussell is a
dividual or Company or Corpora- candidate for Trustee for the
served came in for a share of in- from the cars.
His b'g niule support of the regular ticket.
tion.
x
Village ot Roy at the coming e terest also.
A Mr. Williams, of Solano, was
teams came in handy for freighty
F. S. Brown,
operated
ection Tuesday April 2nd. ' That ' America and
on Monday at the PlumThe
Community Hall Enter- Star Spangled ing the heavy loads thru the
F. A. Roy
my name was put on the ticket Banner
lee
Hospital
for Appendicitis and
tainment that failed to get in
were sung with vigor by mud.
..
Subscribed and sworn to before without my consent;
is
getting
along
That. I am the company and just before
since.
last weeks issue was a success if
me this 27th. day of March A. D m favor of the citizens ticket
Mrs. C. C. Belknap, returned we did forget to say so. The pro"Low Twelve" they sang "Good
1918.
Mrs. Irvin Ogden, Jr. went to
and inted to do all in my power night
this
and the
week from a ten day visit at gram was excellent
Ladies"
and took their de
F.H.Foster
Dawson
Tuesday to persuade Jr.
to elect this ticket and will bo all parture.
El Paso, Capitán and other places Proceeds over $40.00 Among. the
Justice of the Peace, I can in support, of the water
to
quit
his
job and come home.
good numbered were the Male
It was a memorable event and in the south end of the state.
is
She
of staying ' alone oh
works bonds.
tired
Quartett Messrs, Crowe, Hearn,
we hope it may be emulated at
To correct any false impresthe
farm.
Edgar J. Floersheim. some
Justice and Hanson, who Were
future time.
sions which may have been given
Max Karlsruher was in town
encored
repeatedly the double
you, we wish to state-T- hat
Monday greeting old friends.
Ray Carr, the young carpenter
School elections in districts 81
solo by Mrs. Edgar Florsheim
no individual or partner recieved instructions
from . his
Rev. J. S. Russel came down
Miss Cohn, the Ukuleles. Al and 111,' Union County, are atand
ship has any franchise for the home board in S. Dakota to be from Dawson
Walter Ross and Harry Hughes Hansons Violin solo, Miss
Monday. He was
Erma tracting attention this time. The
placing of water in Roy, and no examiaea ana ready to answer on
to Roy Early Wednesday
came
the polly that was delayed by
Russell and Mrs. E. P. Brown's boards have theirtickets nominone can grant a franchise but his Country's Call at once. He the wreck at Abbott
ated and ballots printed.
and had a morning bringing Mrs. Hughes to Piano solos.
the village board.
was examined here and go to long wait enroute.
His name the Plumlee Hospital where she
Every man on the Citizens ticket Des Moines, la. to Camp Grant. was missed
John Hepburn, mail carrier at
in the Red Cross was operated on Wednesday for
C. E, Anderson had about 200
is pledged to limit the initial Tne I. O. O. F. has arranged to members
Mills
was in Roy on business
list last week but he is a serious case of append icltis. acres of his farm land disced up
expenditure for prospecting for give him the degrees he has one of them just
Tuesday
and went out to the
is
This
second
the
operated
case
the same.
with his new tractor and big
a sufficient water supply to $5000 coming at a special meeting beranch before returning.
on here from Solano this week double disc
"spader" before the
After this water has been located fore he leaves.
and several other cases and resnow
of
last
week and has mois
Mrs. J. Floersheim and Mrs. R.
a meeting of tax payers will be
porteen that community.
ture
stored
bring up and hall Doc's New Soda Founiain
to
Oppenheim returned Tuesday
called to ascertain their wishés
Mrs. N. Speers,
knitted a from,their visit
a
crop,
summer
mature
He is
at Tucumcari.
Dr. M. D. Gibbs has the new
as to the extension of the system "Yoke" and placed it on sale at
Judge John T. McClure, of rigging
- harrow
up
big
drag
present
Soda
at
conditions
Fountaie installed in his
afe the Miracle sale near Liberty
While
Roswell, was in town at the noon sweeps
which to cultivate it Fairview
with
in
putting
of
for
the
Pharmacy, and thus
not perfect
Ben Brown, of Mosquero, in a hour Sunday, enroute to Raton. every
Wednesday. "Casey" sold it for
week and destroy the weeds completes the
equipment of the
a water system still conditions $2.50. The money was donated raphsody over his recent trip to He is making a flying trip letting
until planting time and will finest little drug
will doubtless be worse and we to the Red Cross. The purchaser Clayton ventures the opinion that the peaple take his measure for
store in this rart'
bring in a crop worth while this of
'
the state.
cannot afford to wait several also donated the yoke and it will the dust about Gladstone "Tast- Judge of the Supreme Court. He
season.
The new fountain is a pretty
years before getting action.
be sold again at the next sale for ed sweeter than it did in the met .many Roy citizens at the
pledged
is
ching
and is so constructed that
The Citizens Ticket
Clayton
train
and made a very favorable
region".
the same cause.
red Brown and wife drove to many customers may be
a careful and business-lik- e
impression.
served
We know the wind does blow
of Water Works Bond
Clayton last Wednesday to attend at once by one
attendant
and
Gladstone
at
and
Ben
that
has
a
sale
the
to
facilitate
Court. They expected to return
onie and
Miss Irene Cohn, niece of Mrs. taste for Knicknacks
M inebe donds, and to show the
but we A. C. Trujillo, of Solano is so that night but got home Sunday several attendants can work at
once if necessary.
world that we are all J. Floersheim, who has been failed to get the answer till we far recovered from his recent
of
narmonousiy jn favor 0f progress visiting in Roy this winter left learned that Joe Ballard's pas- serious illness that he was able evening after a drive such as The bar and front are of polish
'
only a Fprd can make.
ed marble and the rear of polish
in our village, the vote for the Sunday for her home in San ture lies to windward.
to go to Mora on the train Sunday
Bond should be as nearly unani- Francisco, Mrs. Floersheim and
ed
oak and beveled glass.
Apparently Ben caught a taste to attend his duties asCounty
mous as possible.
You
can take your out of town .
Mrs.
Oppenheim,
sister,
accomMrs. Henry Stone returned
Commissioner.
he recognized.
The citizens Ticket was select-- , panied
riends
in for a treat now and
to
her
Tucumcari. to see
Tuesday from Raton where she
edat a meeting of citizens which
to
seem
be in a large city while
her
safely
on the TranscontinentFarmers who have wheat that H. C. Abbott purchased a large has been for several days having
meeting was thoroughly adveron
man
Every
there.
The
al
train and will visit a few days is not blown out have the bunch of cattle here last week dental work done.
refreshments served
tised previously.
at the new fountain are as fine
this ticket is a resident property-own- with Mrs. H. Goodman and other sympathy of all their neighbors and took them out to his ranch
and business man.
friends there. Miss Cohn, made when cattle get in while it is at Mt Dora. He left here Sunday
The Mills Glee Club will enter- the equipment is.
F. S. Brown.
Sjgned-- many friends here who regret muddy and tramp it out. Might for Trinidad on business and tain at the Solano Schoolhouse,
R. Lopez.
her departure but she promises be a good thing to save what asks that the
J. Floersheim.
Mass at 8 and 10 r. m. Easter
come to him Friday evening, March 29, 1918.
A. S. Hex son. to come back next year.
F. A. Roy.
Admission, 15c and 25c.
Sun 3ay at the Catholic Church.
at Mt Dora in future.
wheat isn't blown cut.
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AN EPITOME

Of J

LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRE83 OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,

D O I N Q 8,

ACHIEVE
HOPES

MENTS, SUFFERINGS,
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

Wuttrn Newipaptr Union Nwi Btrvlc.
ABOUT THE WAR
enemy
British destroy fifty-fou- r
planea.
The British have crossed the River

Jordan.
French gain victory over Germans
In Lorraine.
Canadians smother foe about Lens
with poison gas.

of war

Greatest battle

extends

long
front.
steamer
The 8,000-towas sunk In European waters.
e

Stolt-Nielse-

A

mystery gun shells
at distance of seventy-fou- r

long-rang- e

Paris

miles.
The admiralty reports the loss by
mine or submarine of seventeen British merchantmen last week.
The crew of the Norwegian steam-hip Wegadenkp 4,271 tons gross, has
been rescued from lifeboats.
The Germans have occupied the
city of Ochakoy, on the Dnieper estuary, forty-onmiles northeast of
Odessa.
The withdrawal of Halg's forces to
prepared positions at the opening of
the great drive Is declared to be mas1

e

ter strategy.

"TT

'

POREIGN.i.

The Uruguayan steamer Begona No.
4, 2,407 tons gross, has been torpedoed."' The crew has been landed at
Naples.
' Newton D. Baker, the American secretary of war, was the guest of Ambassador Page during his brief stay
in London.
Holland must expect that submarines will blockade all her ports as the
result of taking over of Dutch ships
by the allies and America, it was semiofficially stated in Berlin.
"We are at the decisive moment of
the war and one of the greatest moments in German history," said Emperor William In a telegram to the
Rhenish provincial council.
Red guards and revolutionary troops
have recaptured Blagovieshtchensk' after a battle with the Cossacks. They
have restored the Soviet authority as
well as order In the town.
Two enemy destroyers and two enemy torpedo boats have been sunk by
a force of five British and French
destroyers, the admiralty announces
at London. One British destroyer waa
damaged.
It Is reported that Chinese troops on
the Manchurlan frontier are robbing
Russians and fraternizing with the
Bolsheviki. It is alleged by observers
that western Siberia is already economically under German control.
Thirty German soldiers were killed
and more than 100 others Injured and
500 munitions wagons were blown up
by an explosion at Mevrlgnles station,
near Mons, Belgium, according to a
London Exchange Telegraph dispatch
from Amsterdam.
The British armies in France report
says 1C7 enemy aeroplanes have been
downed so far this month in daylight
flying, including twenty-threon St.
Patrick's day. Of these, 102 were reduced to kindling wood, while sixty-fiv- e
were forced earthward beyond
control.
Information has reached Basel that
the British aerial' attack upon Mann-helGermany, did enormous damage
in the city, causing several furious
fires which raged for many hours,
especially In the vicinity of the railway station. A powder factory and a
gas plant are reported to have exe

31-1-

n

d

d

d

.',
GENERAL
,
President Wilson sighed the bill
bringing the railroads under govern-

Cleveland, Ohio.
Snow fell for twelve hours at, Perico, in Dallam county, according to
word receive!, at Fort Worth, Tex. It ment operation and control until twenty-months after the end of the
melted about as rapidly as it hit the one
.
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To The1

AGREES THAT
VOW3 OF TEUTON'S CANNOT

WAR

L'nlon Nwi Servlct.
Nriir
COMINO EVENTS.

COUNCIL

American People

BE TAKEN.

October Annual meeting New Mexico
i'ubiic Health Association,
Alamogordo will get a, new sanitarium.
Demtng is having a clean-ucampaign.
Las Cruces will cultivate all vacant

DENOUNCE

SLAV PACT

There is no foundation for the alleged

p

lots this year.
Much mining activity is being
shown In the Steins district.
Chicken, garden and rabbit clubs
have been formed at Loving.
The lamb crop In Rio Arriba county is reported as 90 per cent.
The sum of $55,000 was expended on
Grant county roads during 1917.
The Keno mines at Victorlo are
r
making shipments of
ore.
Citizens of the state will help to
popularize the pinto bean by means
of postcards.
The oil company drilling a well near
Aztec has good prospects of finding
oil at 2,000 feet.
The Burro Springs district again
hows mining activity, after lying dormant for many years.
The Socorro Mining & Milling Company Is making good headway with its
lead-silve-

new mill at Mogollón.
Collections of taxes for state purposes in all the counties ot New Mexico last year were $1,102,619.71.
A stabbing affray at Raton cost the
life of Luis Montoya and resulted in
serious wounds for Rafael Pena.
Upwards of 2,000,000 acres of state
lands in Luna, Grant and Sierra counties are under lease to stockmen.

Approximately

candidates

250

re-

ceived the higher degrees In Masonry
at the Scottish Rite reunion in Santa
Fe.
A price for the 1918 wheat crop of
at least $2.50 a bushel was urged in
the Senate by Senator Fall of New
Mexico.
Pedro Mahboub of Coyote, Rio Arriba county, has been discharged from
bankruptcy by Federal Judge Colin

Neblett.
John Sullivan, aged 25 years, a resident of Old Albuquerque, tried to
commit suicide by slashing his throat
with a razor.
The total number of 1918 automobile licenses issued up to March 16
by Secretary of State Antonio Lucero was 13,424.
A barn with capacity Of 150 tons
of hay, and adjoining living quarters,
were destroyed by fire near Anthony,
Dona Ana county.
Six hundred and seventy thousand
acres of state land have been leased
for oil purposes and over $100,000 in
cash bonds are up.
Sixty-eigthousand, eight hundred
acres of land in the eastern part of
the state have been opened up for
homestead purposes.
Jack Pavllch, Frank Mudlck and
Vino Seplch have been bound over to
the grand jury of Colfax county on a
charge of bootlegging.
The Vera Cruz Mining Company is
overhauling old milling and cyanide
plant at the Nogal mine, and will inmachinery.
stall new and
Jerry Bowen, a resident of Fruit-lanwas arrested In Cripple Creek,
Colo., charged with stealing 900 head
of sheep from A. H. George of Fruit-land.-?
d

;,

j

:

'
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8TRUGGLE

.

...

violations of law attributed to our Com-

MÜST BE CONTINUED

UNTIL THE LAWLESS
IS ENDED.

pany by agents of the Federal Trade
Commission and I want to say emphatically that Swift & Company is not a party to
any conspiracy to defraud the Government Nor has Swift & Company been
guilty of improperly storing foods or of
making false entries or reports.

FORCE

Wtittrn Ntwipaptr Union Niwi Strvlc.
London, March 19. The Suprem
War Council of the allies issued a
statement condemning German political crimes against the Russian and
Rumanian peoples, and refusing to
acknowledge Germany's peace treaties
The council's statement, which U
Issued through the foreign office,
says:
"The prime ministers and foreign
ministers ot the entente assembled in
London feel it to be their bounden
duty to take note of the political
crimes which, under the name ot German peace, have been committed
against the Russian people. Russia
was unarmed. Forgetting; that for
four years Germany had been fight
lng against the Independence ot nations and the rights of mankind, the
Russian government, in a mood of
singular credulity, expected to obtain
by persuasion that 'democratic peace'
which It bad failed to obtain by war.
"The results were that the intermediate armistice had not expired before the German command, though
pledged not to alter the disposition ot
its troops, transferred them en masse
to the western front, and bo weak did
Russia find herself that she dared to
raise no protest against this destruction of Germany's plighted word.
What followed was ot like character,
when 'the German peace' was translated Into action. It was found to involve the invasion of Russian territory, the destruction or captura of all
Russia's means of defense, and the
organization of Russian lands for Germany's profit a proceeding which did
not differ from 'annexation,' because
tha word itself was carefully avoided.
"Meanwhile,
those very Russians
who had mado military operations impossible, found diplomacy Impotent.
Their representatives were compelled
to proclaim that while they refused to
read the treaty presented to them, they
had no choice but to sign it; so they
signed it, not knowing whether in Us
true significance it meant peace or
war, nor measuring the degree to
which Russian national life was reduced by It to a shadow.
"For us of the entente governments
the judgment which the free peoples
of the world will pass on these transactions would never be in doubt. Why
waste time over German pledges when
wa see that at no period in her history
of conquest not when she overran
Silesia nor when she partitioned Poland has she exhibited herself so cynically as a destroyer of national Independence, the Implacable enemy ot the
rights of man and the dignity of civilized nations. :
"Poland, whose heroic spirit has sur
vived the most cruel of national tragedies, Is threatened with a fourth partition, and, to aggravate her wrongs,
devices by which the last trace at her
independence is to be crushed are
based on fraudulent promises of free.

Ignacio Martinez, of 8anta Cruz,
who shot and killed his wife, Mrs. dom.
i
:
Beatrice Martinez, on the morning ot
is true of Russia and Poland
"What
August 17 of last year at their home
is no less true of Rumania, overin Santa Fó, was found guilty of first whelmed, like them, in a flood ot mer,

one-fift-

d,

R

l,r,

NewXMexico

,

,

'J

SÁÍPRÉMIÉRS

All Over

degree murder.
Refraining from criticism of govThe last step in the enactment of a
ernmental acts and giving fullest costate-widprohibition law for Texas
operation to the work of winning the
was taken when Gov. W. P. Hobby atwar were urged by Governor Lindsey
statutory
the
to
tached his signature
in his address to the New. Mexico
,
prohibition bill.
Wool Growers'' Association.
E. A. Bourne, a minister at Joplln,
A total of 6,184 men from New MexMo., received a message from Dougico were in the military service of
las, Ariz., stating that his brother,
the United States on " March 16, acBenjamin W. Bourne, a wealthy stock-macording to the card Index in the muis held a prisoner by Mexican
seum kept by Secretary Lansing
bandits across the border from DougBloom of the state board of historilas.
cal service at Santa Fé.
New Mexico is swinging into stride
WASHINGTON
with the rest of the United States in
Wilson restricts railroads' capital
the War Savings campaign, and is
expenditures.
now headed straight for the goal of
Zone system for soft coal distribu$7,000,000 Invested in War Savings
tion completed.
stamps during 1918, or $20 for every
man, woman and child in the state.
The Senate passed a bill fixing 1918
price of wheat at $2.50.
New York.
During the first month of the year,
Wheeler B. Bloodgood, chairman of 325,300 acres were classified by men
Germany threatened Holland when
the county council of defense, told of the United States geological surUnited States seized ships.
newspaper men at Milwaukee, Wis., vey
and the bureau of plant Industry,
Sinking of the Spanish vessels, the
that he had papers drawn up to seek
steamer Arplllao and the ship Begona, the Indictment of Mayor Hoan, So- for stock raising homestead lands in
by German submarines was reported cialist, Just renominated; that Hoan's New Mexico and were designated for
entry In tracts of 640 acres each, but
In official dispatches from Barcelona.
as mayor being practically only 68,800 acres, or
about
The Begona was attacked while on its assured, be, Bloodgood, would seek to however, are vacant and available for
military
was
placed
Arplllao
under
way to Piraeus. The
have Milwaukee
new entries.
law.
sunk off the Canary islands.
Murder In the second degree was
A dispatch to the London Daily Mail the verdict returned In
Germany has threatened to impose
the case of
still heavier terms of peace upon Ru- from Tokio says: "The newspaper Ernest Long, accused of the killing
announces
agrees
country
to
that
Shlmbun
Kokumin
mania unless that
of E. R. Gentry and Jose Baca at
those already proposed, the State De- Admiral Austin M. Knight, command- Clayton.
partment was Informed In a delayed er of the United States Asiatic fleet,
While taking a .38 caliber revolver
telegram from Ambassador Francis. has purchased all the shipping on the away from a Child that had picked
it
Field Marshal Mackensen ot the Ger- Russian coast This totals 650,000 up, Mrs. Tom Reeves of Carlsbad, was
man army informed the Rumanians of tons. Admiral knight is now at Vladi- shot in both legs when the weapon
;
;,,
the alternative.
..' vostok."
was exploded.
. Congressman Irvine L. Lenroot has
According to reports from Petro-graManslaughter was the verdict ' reá rumor is current at Moscow been nominated by the Republicans of turned by the jury at Carrizozo in the
that Germany has offered important Wisconsin for United States senator case of James P. Taylor, accused of
concessions to the allies conditioned by a majority over James Thompson, the killing of Sam Allen, near the
upon the recognition of the
the La Folletto candidate, of at least Block ranch
treaty of peace.
2,500.
'
'
' "
war.
The Spanish cabinet has resigned,
according to' a Reuter's Limited disÁ .')
patch from Bilbao, ......
Germany's first attempt to outfit a
raider at a west coast Mexican port
with which to create havoc among Pacific coast shipping has been frus.
. ,
trated.
Si Bostlck, who was arrested in Garza county, Tex., fn connection with the
killing at Clairmont of C. C. HIggins,
former district judge, banged himself
in Jail at Sweetwater, Tex. ,
Francis J. Heney, general counsel of
the trade commission conducting an
investigation of the packing industry
of the Southwest at Kansas City, announced that he expects to open a general investigation of the butter, eggs,
poultry and canned goods market in
'

(

FIGHT TO FINISH,

Pithy News Items
Gathered Front

Asia.

London. Enemy first and second
line positions on a part of the sector
east of LuneviHe have been destroyed
by American artillery fire.
War Minister Trotzky, addressing
the Moscow Soviet, received the wildest applause when he pleaded for Immediate creation of a large Russian
army.
f
Friday dispatches emphasized the
heavy cost to the Germans of the first ploded.
day's struggle, and depict the ground
In
battle that has rivaled in ferfrom which the British have with- ocity any that has preceded it during
drawn as being littered with German three and a half years of warfare, the
dead.
front, have
British, on a fifty-mil- e
The first infantry fighting reported withstood a great German offensive in
In the inception of the great German Its initial stages. As an indication of
offensive took place along a curved the sanguinary nature of the fighting,
line extending from Lagnlcourt to the Berlin foreign office states that
Gauche wopd, just south of Oouzeau-court- . 16,000 men and 200 guns have bean
captured.
Powerful enemy attacks delivered SPORT
with great weight of infantry and arThe crippled University of Colorado
tillery, have broken through the Brit- basketball team went down to a 9
ish defensiva system west of St. Quen-ti- defeat at the hands of the Utah Agrithe war office reported Saturday cultural college quintet at Boulder.
morning.
Clyde Osborne hung up another vicmonths after tory
Exactly twenty-fiv- e
for the Denver Athletic club in
the Germans began the historic bat- the Colorado'
league in
tle of Verdun, the thunder of their Denver, when he defeated Edward
tempest
fire
of
a
deepened
guns
into
Miller of the Pueblo team, 50 to 41.
along the British front in northern
After flopping the best of the
Franc and they began what may be
grapplers he could find in Colothe greatest battle of the war, a
struggle which may lead to results rado and Nebraska, George King of
which will shape the destinies of mil- Wray, Colo., is in Denver and has Islion! of people over coming centuries. sued a defl to any wrestler in the state
of his weight,
,..r.
WESTERN
Willard-FreheavyJess
Fulton
The
bill
suffrage
The woman's primary
weight championship match is officialwas passed in the Texas senate. The ly
on. Articles of agreement 'calling
Tote waa 17 to 4, with five pairs.
bout to a decision
for a twenty-rounFuneral services for Mrs. Lucretla to be held on the afternoon of July
Presilate
widow
the
of
R. Garfield,
4 were signed at Chicago.
dent, James A. Garfield, were held at
'

earth.
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Premier Terauchl has Informed the
Japanese Diet that there Is nq need for
immediate linxlety regarding events in

Three-Cushio-

'

8PANI8H-AMERICA-

; ...
ciless passion for domination.
"Peace Is loudly advertised, but under the disguise of verbal professions
lurk the brutal realities of war and the
cntempered rule of a lawless force.
"Peav treaties such as these we do
not and cannot acknowledge. Our
known ends are very different. We are
fighting, and mean to continue fighting, in order to finish once for all with
this policy of plunder, and to establish in its place the peaceful reign of
organized Justice.
"As Incidents of this long war unroll themselves before our eyes, more
and more clearly do we perceive that
th3 battles for freedom tre everywhere Interdependent; that no separate enumeration ot them is needed
and that in every case the single, but
appeal Is to justice and
right.
"Are justice and right going to win?
Insofar as the issue depends on battles yet to come, the nations whose
fate is in the balance, may surely put
their trust in the armies, which even
Under conditions more difficult than
he present, have shown themselves
more than equal to the great cause entrusted to their valor."
.

Conferences of packers, where prices
have been discussed, have been held at
the urgent request and in the presence
of representatives of either the Food
Administration or the Council of National
Defense. And yet the packers have been
accused of committing a felony by acting
in collusion on Government bids I
We have done our best, with other
packers, large and small, to comply with
the directions of the United States Food
Administration in all particulars, including
the furnishing of food supplies for the U. S.
Army and Navy and the Allies, now being handled through the Food Administration.
We will continue to do our utmost, under Government direction, to increase our
production and assist the Food Administration. We consider that the opportunity
and to our
to
fullest powers with this branch of the
Government is our plain and most press- ing duty.
te

km

whole-hearted-

ly

The Trade Commission Attorney has,
by false inference and misplaced emphasis, given to disconnected portions of the
correspondence taken from our private
files and read into the Record, a false and
sinister meaning with the plain purpose
of creating antagonistic public opinion.

I

?s

The services of the packers of the
United States are most urgently needed,
and I regret exceedingly that we should at
this time have to spend our efforts in
defending ourselves against unfounded,
unproved, and unfair assertions such as
are being daily made public.

ofwiflr. President
0

Swift 6c Company, U.S. A.

A Sure One.
Little "Slam" at Tacoma.
"Can you furnish me with any knockIn examining applicants for naturalization papers, Judge Cushman, In the down argument about your capacity to
federal court at Seattle, asked an ap- do the family sewing?"
plicant how long he .hnd lived In the ."Could I? Just watch me fell this
country. The reply come :
seam."
"I've lived in the United States ten
years, except three months I was in
: Probably Cold.
'
Tacoma."
Geraldine Why didn't you enlist?
Gernld I had trouble with my feet.
As the Judge is from Taeomn, he deGeraldine Flat or cold? Judge.
liberated severul minutes before granting the papers.
A Contingency.
If a mun empties his puree Into his "Do you really think pie is un'
head he will keep It, and be libit soon healthy?"
to refill his purse,
,
"It mny be If you mince matters."
; ,

'

.

.
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Fear of being found out Is
for many a man's respectability.

Uncertainty hangs over all earthly
things like a pall. '

Win the War by Preparing the Land
Sowing the Seed and Producing Bigger Crops
Work in Joint Effort the Soil of the United States and Canada
FARMING Vf MAN POWER NECESSABT
TO WIN THE BATTLE FOR LIBERTY

The Food Controllers of the United States and Canada are asking fot
greater food production. Scarcely 100,000,000 bushels of wheat are avail
able to be sent to the allies overseas before the crop harvest Upon the
efforts of the United Sutes and Canada rests the burden of supply.
Eviry Available Tillable Acre Must Contribute; Eviry Anllibli
Farmer and Farm Hand Mutt Assist
Canada
has an enormous acreaee to be seeded, but man power
Western
is short, and an appeal to the United States allies is for more men for seeding operation.

,

Canada's Wheat Production Last Year waa 225.000,000 Bushels) thi
Demand From Canada Alona for 1918 Is 400,000,003 Cushats
To secure this she must have assistance. She has the land but needs
the men.

The Government of the United States wants every man who can

effectively help, to do farm work this year. It wants the land in the United
States developed first of course; but it also wants to help Canada. When-

Advisory Board on Farm Products.
Twenty-fou- r
Washington.
repreever we find a man we can spare to Canada's fields after ours are supplied,
sentative producers of farm products
;
.
,
want to direct him there.
,
we
;
and livestock have been named to
j
Apply
our
Employment
Service,
to
will
snd
where
we
tell
you
can
belt
you
lerve
form the advisory committee recently
;
...
,
,
:
the combined interem.
authorized by Secretary Houston of
be'
w!H
Canada's
help
Western
required
later
not
April
than
5th. Wages to comthe ' Department of Agriculture and petent help, 50. 00 a month and up, board and lodging. , .
,
f
,f
Food Administrator Hoover, and which
Those who respond. to this appeal will get a warm welcome, good wages', good
will hold its first meeting1 here March board and find comfortable homes. They will get a
rate of one cent a mile from Canadian
28. The list of committeemen includes
boundary points to destination and return.
Marlon Sanson, Fort Worth, Tex.;
For particulars as to routes and placeé where employment may be had apply toi
George C. Roedlng, Fresno,' Cal.; C,
W. Hunt, Locan, Iowa; and John U. 8. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
DENVER. COLORADO; CHEYENNE, WYOMING
Gra'ta- - íoM" Coto.
,
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LIFT CORNS 'OUT
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Costs few centsl

600 CHICKENS
After Being Relieved of Or ¬
'

ganic Trouble by Lydia E.
Pinkham't Vegetable
Compound.

;

just drop a little Freezone on
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that touchy corn, instantly it
stops aching, then you lift the
bothersome corn off with the
fingers. Truly! No humbugl

t

,
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POWER IN BRITISH POLITICS
Lady

Itnthurst, the indomitable
and fearless proprietor, editor and
manager of the London Slorning Post,
again appears in the npotll;lit when,
by proceedings Instituted by the government, her chief editorial assistant,
Howell A. Owynne, and her military
correspondent, Col. Charles A'Court
Kepington, were fined $500 each and
costs for the publication of an article
In the I'ost assailing the government
and the war cabinet for the
'
of the war in France.
i
Lady ISnthurst, ns the solo sur
viving child, inherited the paper from
her futher, the late Lord Glenesk, who
died about eight year ago. She took
active .charge of the paper, and the
Journalistic world son learned that
she was actually running things at the
office of the Post, for she made rapid
changes In the members of the stuff
wheneyer It suited hér whim or when
sue consiuerea sne nan goon grounds
i
for finding fault The reading world soon recognized that Lady Ilnthurst as
ably upholding the policy of Independent conservatism InliT down by ier
father,: and the politicians quickly learned tlmt she was n power In pontics.
Lady Bathurst has especially waged relentless war on the Times nnaion
lio personally declined to permit the advertisement' of
Lord Jiortheliffe.
the! Loindon Times announcing the reduction of Its price to one penny some
years ago to 'appear in the I'ost. It has been a lively Journalistic wu'rv' Some
weeks agq Lady Bathurxt Induced Colonel Ueplngton, who had tieen J.hc. tnlU;
tary critic and expert of (he Times for 15 years, to come over to the Morning
"
"
Post to All a like position.
,
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Try Freerone I Your druggist
'sells a tiny bottle for a few cents,
sufficient to rid your feet of every

;

,

.

hard corn, soft corn, or com between the toes, and calluses, with
out one particle of pain, soreness
Freerone is the
or irritation.
mysterious ether discovery of
noted Cincinnati genius. Great I
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trace that observance to
source and note the manner in which it Is commemorated in
Jerusuiem. Particularly is this survey
of Interest at the present time as the
attention of the reading public has
been drawn to the capture of the Holy
City and Its occupation by the British.

For many centuries the season of
Lent has been a very important period
of the year In the Holy Land, and especially In the city of Jerusalem. At
this time the city Is filled, often to
overflowing,
with pilgrims Jews,
Christians and Moslems from all
countries of the world to worship at
Its sacred shrines.
The Holy City is essentially and
strictly religious eyery day In the year,
but particularly during Lent. To declare oneself to be without any religious creed in Jerusalem Is to Invite
and gain distrust and thinly veiled contempt, and an Intangible ostracism
from all classes and creeds of the citizens.

The Jewish pilgrims are the least In
numbers. Their chief point of sacred
interest is that portion of the ancient
wall of the fortifications of their former temple on Mount Morlah, commonly
known as the "Wall of Walling," or
"Jewish Wailing Place." The Mount
of Olives, the Tombs of the Prophets,
and other minor landmarks of bygone
ages when they owned the land are
objects of veneration. Added to these
Is the rare opportunity of celebrating
the Passover among their Hebrew
brethren In Jerusalem.
Moslems From All the World.
In normal times, when the world Is
not rent by war, the Moslem pllgrimJ
come from every country of earth, as
veil as from the surrounding towns
and villages of Palestine and Syria.
They come to worship In companies
In the same manner of making a pilgrim Journey as was done thousands of
years ago, with the music of lutes,
tabrets and cymbals, of harps and
lrums, chanting sacred Invocations
and carrying enormous flags on which
are Inscribed or broldered the attributes of and praise to God. Thus they
Journey to and walk Into the Holy
City. "Samuel said unto Saul: 'After that thou shalt como to the hill of
God It shall come to pass whetf thou
'nr'e come thither to the city, that thou
shalt meet a company of prophets (religious orators) coming down from
the high place (sacred shrines) with a
psaltery and a tabret an a flute and a
harp before them: and they shall
prophesy.'" (I Sam." 10, 5.) ,,
The ecclesiastical year of Islam, consisting of twelve lunar months, causes
all the other feasts and fasts to rotate
around the solar year. But this annual pilgrimage Jo. Jerusalem., during
Lent, to the Mosque of the Holy Kock
on Mount Morlah and to the; tomb of
Moses, the great lawgiver, on the west
bank of the river Jordan, Is an exception. It is always arranged to take
place during the Lenten season of the
orthodox Greek church. The reason
given for the exception pf this pilgrimage from the lunar calendar Is
that the change was Instituted after
the final expulsion of the Crusaders
from the Holy Land as a precaution
against any renewed attempts of the
Christians to wrest Jerusalem from
the Moslems.
Rival Pilgrims Meet
until Easter pilChlstmastlde
From
n
grims from Greece, Russia, the Danu-blaprovinces, France, Italy, Spain
and all other orthodox Greek and Catholic communities used to come by tens
of thousands, ,all armed, and full of
religious zeal and enthusiasm, to; worship at the Tomb of the Savior, the
Calvary, and all Other sacred shrines
connected with the history of his life
and teachings. Consequently the Mos
.

d

ACTIVE IN URGING FOOD RAISING

tion of Coasting.

T ITH the celebration of East- this year it la of interest lem pilgrimage

T

YOUTH

New Yorker Succumbed
to the Almost Forgotten Fascina-

Middle-Age-

-

OF

DAYS

at the same season was
not an unnecessary preparedness.'
Religions services were almost continuous day and night through Lent,
all mosques and ChrUtlan churches beThe fast
ing open to the worshipers.
of Lent Is rigidly observed by the
Greek, Russian, Armenian, Syriac and
Coptic sects. Their diet is limited to
bread, vegetables, fruit and vegetable
oils, and on special days, only a little
fish Is allowed. The Catholic community abstains from animal flesh diet,
but not from eggs, butter and milk.
Land, Hurt by the War.
This season Is- also important! In a
commercial sense. The manufacture
of all kinds of' relics and souvenirs
occupies many of the citizens of Jerusalem and Bethlehem during the rest
of the year. These are bought by the
pilgrims In great quantities, not only
for themselves, but also for those at
home who could not make the pilgrim
age. These devotees, who, as a rule,
Uve In the Holy Land from Christmas
to Easter, visiting all Its sacred shrines
and hallowed cities, bring much money
Into the country, also merchandise for
sale, hence the failure of the pilgrim
visitors since the beginning of the devastating European war has caused
unmitigated suffering In Palestine.
Early In the morning of Palm Sun
day the patriarchs of the above mentioned Christian sects give personally
a genuine date-palbranch to any person who will come forward to the officiating hlerarch and accept It This
beautiful ceremony takes place in the
Cathedral of the, Holy Sepulcher In
celebration of the triumphal entry of
the Savior Into Jerusalem.

Riverside drive on a winter day with
unnw mnrvwlir,' milt'iil?.
...Between the .drive ami ..the river
there are many places that ninke good
coasting; there are short, gentle Inclines that are nice for small children,
and then there are longer, steeper,
more varied slides that suit the bigger
.' boys better.
' At a slide of the latter description
halted a father and mother with their
son, who hud his sled
along.
"There's a good place," snld father.
"Too steep, isu't it?" said son.
"No. I'll show you."
"And with that his boyhood days
coming back to him as he saw the
boys sliding, father seated himself on
the sled and a moment later away he
went.
Presently he was hack again at the
top of the hill ready for the next slide
and from now on carrying his son.
"It seems to be as much fun for
you as It Is for John," the smiling
mother said.
"It Is. I am going to buy a sled for
myself tomorrow," said father. New
York Times.
e

.

?

-

Boys Wanted to Be Sure.
"I'll give one of you boys a dime to
carry my bag to the station," said a
cross-eyeman, pausing before three
ragged little fellows.
'Which one, mister?" piped the boys
d

-

An Easter Hope.
I feel

In myself the future life. I
A Minor Role.
am like a forest once cut down; the
"Were von ever patroness at a sod
new shoots are stronger and livelier ety affuir?" "No; I'm always one of
than ever. I am rising, I know, toward the patronized."
the sky. The sunshine is on my head.
The earth gives me its generous sap,
Too many men are Incapable of do
but heaven lights me with reflection
ing their own thinking.
of unknown worlds.
You say the soul Is nothing but the
resultant of the bodily powers. Why,
then, Is my soul more luminous when
my bodily powers begin to fall? Winter is on my head, but eternal spring
Is In my heart There I breathe at this

hour the fragrance of the lilacs, the
violets and the roses as at twenty
years. The nearer I approach the end
the plainer I hear around me the lmi
mortal symphonies of the worlds which
invite me. It Is marvelous, yet simple.
It is a fairy tale, and It is history.
For half a, century I
have been writing my
thoughts, in prose and,: ISwiW1'
verse ; history, philoso
phy, drama, romance,
tradition, satire, ode ana
song I have tried all.
But I feel I have not said
(he thousandth part of
what Is In me. When I
go down to the grave I
can say, like so many
others, "I have finished
my life." My day's work
will begin the next morning! The tomb Is not a
blind alleyj it Is a thor
oughfare. It closes on
the; twilight; It opens.
with the dawn. Victor .
Tim
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Wakeful
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out of style
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This wholesome bev

erage of delicious

flavor contains no
drug elements to
upset heart or nerves
and its cheery goodness Is just the thing
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TODAY.
Fprget the tomb of yesterday;
The Lord Is risen I
And thou from bondage art set free.
Thou sharesi In his victory,
The life eternal Is for thee.
The Lord Is risen!
Sarah Louise Arnold,

and
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"I saw ths Compound advertised in

our paper, and tried
It has restored
my health so I can do all my work and
I am so grateiui mat i am recoiiii"oiu-ini- r
It to mv friends. " Mrs. D. H.
Alters, R. k. 4, Oregon, III.
Only women wnonave sunerea me tortures of such troubles and have dragged
realize the
relief which this famous root and herb
remedy, Lydia K. Pinimanva vegeiaoi
Compouna, nrougni 10 wra. Aivers.
in Mrs. Altera
WnmAn
irdrwh
condition should profit by her recom
mendation, ana ll were are any complications write Lydia E. Plnkhams
fcruiiMna rv T.vnn. Mass.. for advice.
The result of their 40 years experience

'it.

IS

at your service.

Stay Out.
"I Misil I knew how to get on the,
right side of the stock market Just
once," said the ambitious young inlan

der.

,

"Mv hoy." replied the grizzled vet
eran, "there Is only one right side to
the stock market and It never
changes."
"Which side Is It?"
"The iiiitslde." Ilirniingliam Age-Herulcl.

j

1
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A new

DANIELS' ABLE ASSISTANT
Franklin D. Roosevelt, assistant
secretiirv of the navy, a fifth cousin
mid his wife Is a niece of Theodore
Roosevelt, who also occupied the same
position. But the first assistant secre
tary of the navy Is altogether limine
He
his predecessor In that position.
Ills fea:
Is little, rather than rugged.
tures are regular. Although he has
good teeth, he does not often exuiuit
them.
Ills voice Is soft and low. He
Is of studious habits, but does not
write books, although he Is collecting
material for biographies of America's
early naval heroes.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Is just
years old. He was born
past thirty-siIn Hvde Park, Duchess county, N. Y
January 30, 1S82. Ills family Is of
He was educated at
Dutch origin.
Uroton and Harvard university. During his senior year at Cambridge he
was editor of the Harvard Crimson, the

Lamps for the Eyes.
optical Instrument consista

Incandescent lamp
of a
which can be taken into a person's
mouth to Illuminate his eyes through
the retinas, enabling them to be examined through the pupils.
d

Ask for Red Cross
TVin't be misled.
Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
aqv.
grocers,
At all good
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Democratic organization lenders In his home district persuaded him to accept
years
the nomlnntlon for the state senate In 1910, when he was twenty-eigh- t
Tfumilkllpntia ...... unn
avprvJ term
thfa- Kent
....... fnr the ,nrpvlniifl 2ft venrs.
nti rrtta
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and no one else was willing to aciept the certain defeat that seemed to go
nuosevcn iHiuimigueu liiBiu nu uujr, iuu&- Wltn Hie uemocrauc nonnnuiiuu.
uours. ne was eiecieu.
Ing from lour to six speecnes every
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NAMED TO REBUILD

Royal Wit Not Slow.
Rich in sly humor was the reply of
Henry IV of France, who one day
reached Amiens after a prolonged Jour
ney. A local orator was reputed to
harangue him, and commenced with a
lengthy string of epithets:
"Very creat sovereigns very good,
very merciful, very magnanimous"
"And also," interrupted the weary
monarch, "very tired.".

BELGIUM

Foot-Ea-

for the Troops.

se

Many war zone hospitals have ordered Allen's
Coot -- Ease, the antiseptio powder, for use
among the troops. Shaken Into the shoes and
Allen's Foot-Eassprinkled in the foot-batgives rest and comfort, and makes walking .
delight. Bold every where rao. Try it toaay. Aav,
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Fate of the Duck.
,
Two women were gaziug on Satur,--,
day at the whole display made' by! a 4 l&
poulterer In Smithfleld two i düíksj uü
blacktened and dried by long, hanging
In cold storage, "If yer nrski pic," remarked one, pointing nn accusing fla-'- i V'j
ger at one of the birds, What teller''!
been gassed." Westminster, Paz-g(J
.

'

,

Belgium, with her country overVun ' Tin nnf he n derelict and drift 'aim- - w.'tfi
by the enemy, is Preparing to surprise lessly on the Ocean ef :tlfm c.'f'ff h:ío oí
tne wona Dy tne restoration on a
scale never before conceived of what
What Do Yn Know About i'.V
has been destroyed during the war.
T"
Tangible evidence of what may be
to
the
Wast
Know
Da
Toa
looked forward to In Belgium as a cer
CATTLE BUSINESS ?
tainty Is to be found In the recent crea
tlon of the ministry of reconstruction
the Nnw Book,
In that country. Fully as significant as f
V
"CATTIE. BREEDS AND ORItílN
u on earth.
o(
breeds
about all
the creation of the office Is the per
SO.í I IDS, WkWESHS, WIS.
sonallty of the man who has taken the DI. DAf ld RUBIRTS' tHESIMMT
new portfolio. The prime minister hlnv
self, Baron de Broquevllle, Is the ruin
Istcr of national reconstruction, and he
tplenrtld proposition
We mo offer you
to tell Trinity Oil Company tciek, os time j j
has a plan, or group of plans, for the
payments Of,
social and industrial rehabilitation of
tof.t
munlty.
the people of his country that would
W
consider this StoeK aa; aitraeii
It '
t six cent.
speoulstlve lnveitment
do credit to the most
and
the season.
l
dTsnce very rapidly
should
operations.
practical wellfure idealists of Amer
opens for successful field
practical
oil
"Trinity it In the hasd :f
t.
ica.
operations
their drlllln
confín
men wb
Perhaps that comparison Is too
It has fifteen nrortue. n (
to proven territory
In Kansas,
ins wells on Its 440 acre tract by
complimentary to America, for some
bl
which Is proved on s?er:Me
In
and
there
holillnrs
Belgian
of
the
ducera.
restora
Its
details
the
of
described
are
fietds
and other"
tlon that are now being worked out by De Broquevllle have to do with re
In detall In nnr TrlnUy clrsular, which
will be mailed pon truest.. . j.O i . C j 4.) J
forms that this country is just coming to, In a frantic afterthought, as Indis
Wtn. McDtugali&Companf vjpensable to getting its war work done on time housing of laborers, for

Q
Xi

X,

TTI

J

You Can Sell Trinity
"

y

hard-heade- d

Arise, O Soul, this Easter Dayt
The Lord Is risen

floor

could scarcely do my
work, and as I live
on a small farm and
raise six hundred
chickens every year
it made it very bard

'

once drank coffee
but now uses

INSTANT
POSTUM

game ixuuuio wuicu
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll pulled me down un
til 1 could not put my

"Carrots are cartridges, potatoes
are bullets, every ear of corn, tomato,
How's This ?
onion, beet, bean, pea and grain of
Wé offw S100.0O for any cast of catarrh
man
every
and
that cannot be cured by UALLo
wheat Is ammunition,
MEDICINK.
!
with a hoe Is a 'food rookie' in the CATARRH
talc.
íUATT'a19 r.TiDBH
. ......li M
S
acts through the Blood
Internally and
great war this country Is now waging en .1
the Mucous auriaces oi me oyiiem.
against the spectres, Food Shortage onSola
by druggists lor over iony years.
Price 75c. Testimonials free.
and Famine and their offspring DisCheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
F.
J.
ease, Malnutrition, Want and Misery,"
president
Kecklaw,
York
M.
suld Mr.
The Lesser Evil.
of the national agricultural prize comyou were compelled to engage
"If
í If- mission.
In conversation with one or the other
a derivative of for an hour, which would you choose, A
,i i This CommlMtlon
;
conrhé 'gnrden city1 .movement"' In
woman with a mission or one who
nection with which some 200 mayors of thinks she Is misunderstood!"
cities and towns in the environment of
"The woman with a mission."
New York gathered 12 mouths ago to
"Why?"
discuss methods of developing public
"She would do most of the talking. A
so
to
Increase
as
In
gardens,
Interest
woman who thinks site Is misunder
the yields of vegetables and milts. Mr. stood usually wants a little confidential
Ilpcklnw Is a nrofesslonal farmer of
advice." Birmingham
New York, who Is devoting his time to
helping solve the complicated looa
A New Way to Shave
nroblems created by the world war.
Tender skins twice a day without irri
Headquarters
food
administration
He was Interviewed in his office at
tation by using Cutlcura Soap the
i'ti.i- - lun-- o Dunn- - tt'ii n iiii.in mid fact that the United States Is con
Way." No slimy mug, germs,
"Cutlcura
fnAii Kiinrtncrn in Its history, a shortage that may
or money. For free samof
waste
time
turn to famine for a large pnrt of our population if we don't now and effec- ples address, "Cutlcura, Dept. X, Bos...
tlvely face the facts anu prepare rne army mm me uuimuiimuii i
ton." At druggists and by mall. Soap
silent Invasion of those unseen roes.
25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.

d

in chorus.
man.
"You," said the cross-eye"Which one?"
"You."
There was a pause. Finally one llt- the fellow said: "Fair do, mister; close
one eye and look at the kid you want,
will you?"

R PlnV.'
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IRVIN OGDEN, SPJ
Tearj

matter at the

postoffice in Roy, New Mexico.

This paper has enlisted

with the government in the
cause oi America ior me
penod of the war

n

Y. P. S. C. E.

W

' Myka

O. Defrkes, President
Miss mllian Grinek, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

1

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4 th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

!

At Reasonable Rates.

f

,fi.

Repair Work 5Sas?

Monday is Whcatless
Tuesday is Meatless
Wednesday is Wheatless
Friday is Meatless
Saturday is Porkless
One Wheatless One Meatless
Mea! Daily

Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M '
Your
at Christian Ohurcn.
presence is necessary.
F, É. IVEY SuptV

,

Cars Housed and Cared fnr I

I

'

'1111'

Roy Garage

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

mm.

ik is

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

and LIVERY

W

u,

H
jj

Church Directory

J. E. WILDMAN, Proprietor
ROY,
NewMex. f

1

I

lt,

y-

-

'

HAVE YOU GOT
MONEY IN THE BANK?

I

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.
Rev. Fr.

GET'SICKI
SUPPOSE YOU GOT SICK1
WHAT WOULD YOU DO 7

PEOPLE

DO

Priest in charge,

r

ISN'T IT POSSIBLE FOR

YOU TO DEPRIVE YOURSELF
OF SOME LITTLE UNNECESSARY EXTRANIGANCE AND
START A BANK ACCOUNT WITH THE MONEY?

God give us men! A

time like
Strong minds,
this demands
great hearts, true faith and readp
hands. Men who possess opin
ions and a will; Men whom the

YOU 'WORKED

FOR THAT MONEY ! IT'S YOURS
WHY TAKECHANCES0 IT'S SAFE IN THIS BANK- -

Methodist Episcopal Church
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

I

IF YOU HAVE PUT SOMETHING ASIDE, HAVE IT
SAFE IN OUR BANK.
FIRE CAN'T BURN IT, BURGLARS
AN'T STEAL IT AND YOU CAN'T LEND OR SPEND IT
SO EASILY.

spoils of office cannot buy:
Men whom the lust of office does
not kill; Men who have honor
and who will not lie: Men who
can stand before a demagogue
And scorn his treacherous flatteries without flinching. Tall men,
who live above the
fog In puplic duty and private

BE PREPARED WITH

Farm For Sale

A

BANK

3rd Sunday
Church

ACCOUNT.

I can loan you money on vour
WE ADD H PER CENT INTEREST ANNUALLY.
final receipt as easy as on your
patent or warranty deed and
One of the best half sections
your mortgage need not bear but
of farm land on the mesa, well
b percent interest.
Come in and improved, price $3,600.
$2000.
et us talk to you about your cash time on
balance.
PUBLIC NOTICE
oan.
thinking.
G.
Ii.
Abernathy. VILLAGE OF ROY,
J. E. Wildman, Loan and InJosiah G. Holland
NEW MEXICO.
FOR SALE
surance Agency. Office at resiNo. it is not my home farm,
WORKS
BOND
ELECTION
WATER
At a Bargain! Terms to
The Chamberlain Medicine Co, dence north end Chicosa St,
its another but call and I'll tell
Tuesday, April 2, 1918
Suit
t
Purchaser,
Roy. N. M.
you about it.
ues Moines, íowa, senas us a
bundle of foreign newspapers
A Car Load of
NOTICE is hereby given that pur18,
No.
suant
duly
pass
to
ordinance
Some of the papers bear names
ed, approved and published by the
of places, which require one to
board of trustees of the Village of
recall forgotten geography or reRoy, pursuant to law, on the,,,? 4th day
Report of the condition of the Roy Trust
01 January, 1918, public notice is here
fer to the atlas to locate. Some
FARM MACHINERY
& Savings Bank, of ROY, New Mexico, at
by given that a bond election is hereof them are particularly curious
by called in the Village of Roy, to be
the close of business
March 4, 1918.
as they are published in the verheld at the time of holding the regu
Serial No.' 87
lar election within said village for the
nacular or native languages
election of village ofnciais; at which
Himalayas Highest r.lount&ins.
which might be likened. to the
election there will be submitted to the
The highest mountains In the world,
earefully written notes of a short
qualified electors of said village who
.luit Is, continuous range of greatest
1
have paid a property tax therein for
Loans and Discounts
except those shown on (1)
hand writer.
the year preceding the date of said jvcruge height, are the Himalaya
.
Í104.029.4Í
To an American newspaper
mountains In AnIm. The range or syselection the following question:
2 Overdrafts,
tem Is nearly 1,500 miles long, more
unsecured,
$124.67
man it is interesting to note the
QUESTION:
than 100 miles wide, contains muny
Shall the board of trustees of the
8 Furniture and Fixtures
manner in which the colonial
$500.00
Village of Roy, Mora County, New mountains from 10,000 to 18,000 feet
high, and number much higher. One
English newspapers are made up
9 Ileal Estate, other than Banking House,
$,205.03
Mexico, incur a bonded indebtedness
of
theiu, Mount Everest, rises to
They still cling to the methods
Thousand
not exceeding Forty-Fiv- e
11 (a) Net amt. duo from Nat'n'l Banks,
$2,100.00
firt and Is the highest on the
thirty
mature
bonds
to
Dollars,
the
11 LDj iei amt. due from Reserve Banks,
which were practiced in this
$20,715.73
years after issuance but optional globe.- There are tlfteen other mouncountry fifty years ago, the ad12 Net amt. duo from Banks and R.hiWm
for redemption twenty years there- tains In the range from 22,240 to
feet ia height. Of 20 mountains In
other than included in lo and 11,
after, bearing interest not exceeding
$138,02
vertisements being upon the first
the world, which are over 22,000 feet
for
the
annum,
centum
per
per
six
15
a Outside checks and
few pages, followed generally by
purpose of constructing a water high, 15 aro in the Himalayas and five
other cash items,
$5,9:2 14
the heavy editorials, then a few
works system for said village, the in the Andes in South America, the
b Fractional currency,
same to be owned and operated by highest In the Andes being tin extinct
meager cable and telegraphic
nickels and cents,
$113.45
volcano 23,000 feet. The famous
$ii,050,59
village.
said
items, afterwards the local news
In Ecuador, long believed to bo
been
The following persons have
16 Coin and Currency,
5,32:3,1.-- )
The local news consist principally
duly appointed by the board of trust- the highest mountain in the Andes, Is
.
Total,.
.
ees as a registration board for said now known to be only 20.49S feet above
of the proceedings of the legisla$205,S37.20
sea level, nud there are at least seven
election:
tive bodies, town council, school
J. Floersheim, W. H. Wilcox other peaks in the Andes that are
higher.
The highest Iii the Rocky
board etc. Contributions by the
and Alfredo A. Lucero,
are Mount MeKinlcy, 20,1(54
mountains
Wilcox
W.
H.
meet
they
will
at
and
readers
are numerous
and
feet,
St.
Ellas, 18,010 feet, birth in
and
20 Capital Stock Paid In
office on Monday, the 4th day of March
$15,009.00
lengthy.
Alaska. There are mauy peaks In the
until
day
each
1918,
thereafter
21 Surplus fund
and
$11,000.00
The editorials are generally of
and including the 30th day of March, Rocky mountains from 10,500 to 15,840
22 Undivided Proüts
$2,029.13
1918, for the purpdse of legally regis- feet, or from two to three miles. There
a more dignified and serious
(c)!Less current expenses,
tering
the qualified electors of the are 5.2S0 feet la a mile.
interest and- taxes paid, 1,611.86
$1,317.27
nature than American producVillage of Roy, according to the qualtions.
The daily papers devote
ifications prescribed by the laws of
Demand Deposits
the State of New Mexico.
more space to book reviews and
That the polls for said election shall
27 Individual Deposits, subject to check
$127,o97.11
detailed reports of scientific probe at F. H. Foster's office and will be
30 Cashier s Checks outstanding,
gress than American newspapers
opened from 9:00 a. m. until 6:00 p. Double-Dis- c
$15,00
Emerson Plow
m. of the said 2nd day of April, 1918.
do. Humor is not so noticeable
32 State Deposits,
Two-Ro145,05
Í5,
Bean Plante
The ballots 'which will be used at
and cartoons are used more rare
said election will be supplied by the One horse
33 County deposits,
$5,441,51
"Van Brunt"
ly than with us.
village clerk to the judges of said
Wheat Drill
Total of Demand deposits
$137,983.67
to
the
by
furnished
them
and
election
Very few, if any, of the
"
voters.
"Monitor" Wheat-Dril- l.
issue a "pink sheet,"
At said election none but qualified
Time Deposits,
electors as defined by the general elecbttt tk'y supply this omission by
Payable after 30 days or subject to 30 days notice-3F. A. ROY, Roy, N.M
tion laws of the State of New Mexico,
devoiiflV a large proportion of
Certificates of deposit,
$20,521.26
and who have paid a property tax during the year immediately preceding
every issue to the sporting news.
Total of Time deposits,
$20,521.26
Player Piano, Good as new,
said election within the corporate limThe Soanish - American has
40 Hills payable, including
of the Village of Roy, as prescribed $275.00 Cash.
its
money
borrowed,
$20,000.00
$20,030.09
secured a fowdle of these papers
by the constitution and laws of the
J.H. Edwards, Piano Tuner,
State of New Mexico, will be permitand finds them very interesting
Total,
Í205.837.20
Roy, New Mexico.
said election.
vote
to
at
ted
to one who realizes that we will
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the
all be "Citizens of the World"
STATE OF NEW MEXIGO,
board of trustees of said Village of
FOR SALE;- - Thorobred, Regwithin a few years and provinCOUNTY OF MORA,
Roy, has caused this notice to be pubistered,
be
not
Herford Bull, Coming
will
tolerated.
cialism
lished and posted as required by law,
We, H. B. Jones, President, C. L. Justice, Cashier,
old;
Gentle and Tractable.
March 1918.
this..
.8th ....day of
of the adove named Bank, Jo solemnly swear that the
good
A
individual.
$375.00 Piano for $185.00
above Statement is true, to the best of our knowledge)
MELVILLE FLOERSHEIM.
Cash, Good as new.
S. R. Crouse' Mills, N. Ml
and belief.
Village Clerk.
(Seal)
J.H. Edwards, Piano Tuner,
Roy, NewMexico- Signed:- -

Roy Trust & Savings Bank

d,

Avery Tractor

W. C. Heaton,

P.&0

1st Sunday

11

23,-27-

8

Pastor

Mosquero,

11 A. M.

Bradley, 7.00 P. M
11 A.M.
Bradley,
Mosquero,

2nd

4th Sundays

&

at Liberty,

7

P.M.

11

A.M.

Solano, 3, I'.
R. L. MATTHEW, Pastor,

M.

BAPTIST

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

ROY
Services 2d Sundp.y of each
month at 11 a. m. 8.00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
PLEASANT

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at 3,

p.m.

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W.

Hearn, Pastor.

Chiiu-boraz-

LODGE DIRECTORY

Liabilities

I. O. O. F.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Evening

-

For Sale

.Visiting Brothers always

wel-

come.-

Chas. A. Peare,
J. E. Wildman, Sec'y.

N. G.

w

34,

coloni-dljpK-

16-Di-

sc

5

.

H. B. Jones, President

'cmé óftfie republican news-pap- e
rs of the party nominate n0
man who has been rejected by
the voters. If that policy is adobt
edbythe republican state
it may result in a ticket
hard for the democrats to beat.
cou-venti-

FO ItS ALE:- Team of Mares
and Wagort. Enquire at the
S-or of Irvin Ogden Jr.
Solano, N. Mex.
-

C. L.

C. U.

Justice, Cashier,

'

Correct Attest,

Strong,

County Treasurer

.

Director,
Director

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 14th day of
Mar. A. D. 1918.
A. S. HANSON,

Notary Public.
My commission expires Mar. 2, 1920.

Taylok, jr., Aisrtaeto

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

H. B. Jones, Director,
V. L. Justice,
S. Floeisheiin,

Tom J.

Mora, New Mexico

Rebekah Degree
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Miss Lillian Griner. N. G.
Mrs.Grace V. Ogden Secy.

Visiting Sisters welcome

J,

B.-LUS-

Attorney at Law

.

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
'
to me
(

ROY

NEW MEXICO

? SELLING OUT ?
Then you will nave a
PUBLIC SALE.

Complete Index "to All Lands' and Town Propertv in
Mora County.

There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats - -

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared!
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.)

Col F. O. WHITE

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Al MUters

entrusted to

us dispatched with Promptness and Aecurey
Your Buslr.Kss Kmpectfully Solicited

,

CHRISTIAN ,

L'9,-00- 2

-

at

3d Sunday,

Baum Bro's.

Resources

pm

7:30

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT

T

STATE BANK REPORT

at Roy Christian

11am and

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m

.

m m

Felix Vachon,

His address is MILLS N.
can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
You

Spanish-America-

n

Mexico.

ffice.

Roy,-Ne-

TMf HPANI8M.AMERICAN.

NOTICE!

NOTICE JOB PUBLICATION
Notice for Publication Isolated Tract
Public Land Sale

To Our Patrrons

Department of the Interior.
at Clayton, N M
Feb 23 118
"C" of 2 IB 19)8.
Notice is hereby given that as directed by the Commissioner of the General
Land office, under provisions of Sec
2455, i: S pursuant to the application of
Tony J. Heiman of Clayton N M
Serial No 023391 we will offer at public
sale to the highest bidder but at not
less than $1,25 per acre at 10 o'clock
l!)18 next
A M on the 21th day of May
at this office ths following tract of
Sec 34 Twp 20N Rng 2ii
land; NwJ-N-

We have sold our COAL and LUMBER business
to the firm ofROBESTS & OLVER, of Waco, Texas, one
of the largest and best known Lumber concerns in the southwest.
It is their intention to put in a complete stock of
all grades of Lumber and other building material.
Owning their own mills and sash and door factories, they
will be in a position to give you better prices and service
than you can obtain elsewhere, and we heartily recommend
them as absolutely reliable-anefficient business men.

NMPM

E

The salo will not bo kept open but
will be declared closed when those present at the hour named have ceased
bidding The person making the highest bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the amount there

We. wish to thank you for your patronage during the
past years, and by concentrating our efforts on our other
lines of merchandise we hope to be able to give you bett2r
service than ever in the future.

adversely the
are advised to file
their claims, or objections on or before
the time designated for sale
PAZ VALVERDE
Register
Any persons claiming

Roy Trading Co.
"The Store That Buys Your Produce"

7

Hot Water Drinking.
Owing to the fact that the
A stomach cleansing treatment Is
Continental Oil Co. have placed often just as Imiortnnt na n rest for
ALL dealers in all localities on a tho organ, snvs Win. Eastman In Physical
The best ordinary methcash basis and ALL other Auto- od ofCulturo.
stomach .cleansing Is the drinkmobile tire and accessories ing of n considerable amount of hot
houses have given notice that water. Not too hot. Just hot enough
so that you can drink It with fair rathere will be no further credit pidity
and take a considerable amount
extended it becomes necessary Into the stomach In a short time. If
that we place our business on a you will drink n up of hot water every five
until two quarts or
cash basis Monday Arpil 1st. As more haveminutes
been consumed, the result
v
we cannot consistently make any will be unfailing. .

exceptions we ash that all cusnoticeTór publication
tomers will see the necessity of Department
of the Interior, U. S. Land
the step and not ask for further
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
credit.
Mar. 10, 1W8

C5p

The Watch'
thePeopleWant

DIA 14 DE ABRIL 1918.

PROGRAMA.
Domingo dia 7 de Abril.

A las 8 MISA REZAQA A las 10 MISA MAJOR, SERMON por el PADRE MISIONERO
A ías 3 de la tarde ROSARIO, SERMON, y después del SERMON tendrá lujarla
BENDICION SOLEMNE de la NUEVA ESTATUA del SAGRADO CORAZON de JESUS
y se hará la PROCESION a fuera de la IGLESIA.
establish claim to the land above
EL EJERCICIO terminara con la BENDICION con el SANTISIMO.
described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
j

Nl'4-NW-

i.

LJ-S-

Comr. at Roy, N. M. on the
of May 1918

6th da

y

Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Tafoya
Jose Dominguei
Jose R. Lopez
12 22 All of Alcert New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE, Regit-te-

Todos Los Dias

Leandro M. Gallegos
.

,

Alas 8 de la mañana, MISA REZADA Después de la MISA Sermon muy corto
A las 7.30 de la tarde, ROSARIO con MISTERIOS CANTADOS, SERMON y
BENDICION con el SANTISIMO.

Nl-SE-

4 27

Esta Misión se dará por el Misionero Oblato de
Maria Inmaculada.
Reverendo Padre
MAURICIO JEAN JOSEPH,

Springer, , New Mexico.

, ,

F. M. Hughes
C. W. B, Leatherman
All of Soliho Ntw Mex.
"
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Jan. 14, 110
NOTICE roit PUBLICATION
is hereby given that William
Notice
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
of Mosquero N. M. who
D Sawyer,
Office at Clayton. New Mexico,
who
made H. E. No 0196(17 for
1915
on
Julvl,
Feb. 25, 19ÍS
7

the new jeweled
IT'S Watorbury. In the first
place it's the size Mat's so
the popular
much wanted
"12 size".

Department of the Interior U S Lane
Office at clavton. New Mexico
Mar. 16 1918
Notice is hereby given that

"

Sidney C. Reed of Roy, N. M.
on A rr. 22 1915 made II K NoOl'.WU for
i
f.nd
Section 35 Town
ship.20 NRng.2fE NMP. Meridian lias
filed notice of intention to uiake three
year proof, to establish claim to th
land above described before F.
II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office at Roy, N. M. on May H 1918

Then the who!;

"get-u-

p

minute in
all particulars. Note the graceful bow and crown and the
figures on the dial.
is stylúh,

Notice is hereby given that Aron
Haile of Solano New Mexico who

'

You can also have it with a
Radiolite dial that shows time
in the dark at $4.50

Floersheim
Merc. Co.

J.

A. E. Sivyi-- r
Hoimann
of Roy New Mexico

J.

Bradley

W. R.

C

Drskell

Of Mosquero New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE

,

Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

ricnortmont nf th Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.

Mi

Mar. 21. 1918

Notice is hereby given that William
Mexico
De Laney of Mosquero, Ne-who on Jan. Cth 1911 made ti- - o
fes 23, wJ-N018918 for SWi-Sw- i,
25 Township
Section
SEJ-Nand
M. P.
Range 28F, N.
19
N.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
tomake three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, beF. H. Foster U S Commissionet

at

Roy N.

M. on

May 14 1918.

All

of

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,

NOTICE

Wj-SW- i,

All of Roy

Mosquero N. M,
6

Register

New Mexico-

-

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Oilice at Clayton, New Mexico,

Mar.,

1918.

NWi-NW-

J,

J,

Register

PAZ VALVERDE,

Register.
NOTICE

3

f OR

PUBLICATION.

ISOLATED TRACT
Public La.nd Sale

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office Clayton New Mexico.
Mar. 9, 1918
i
herebv sriven that Loo
wrvnr.F.
for
and
Heir
ntivea San3er.-heirs of Lutitia Loc- k- Deceased
n( Mosiiuero New Mexico, Who ba
191.T made II. E. No. 015407 for
T.,n
-

-

SEi:

NJ-NE-

i.

'SEJ-NE-

J,

Section 31 Twp 19N. Rng. 29E N.M.P.
Mertdian, has filed notice of intention
to make Three Yeár Proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described
before F. H. Foster U. S. Commission
Roy N. M. on May 41918.
Claimant names as witnesses:

ISOLATED TRACT
LAND SALE
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton New Mexico
Feb. 11,1913.
C" of
Notice is hereby given that, as direct
edbv the Commissioner of the General
Land olllce, under provisions of Sec.
2455 K. S., pursuant to tne application
of Francisco C üe Baca, of Rosebud
NM. Serial No. 022:36. we will offer a
public sale, to the highest bidder, but
at not less than $1.25 per cre, at 10
o'clock A. M. on the 2?,rd day of May
1918 next at this office, the following ,
Lot 4 Sec 1' T 18N
tract of land;
K81EN M P M
The sale will'not be kept open, bu
will be declared closed when those
paesent at the hour named havecease
bidding, The person making the hi g
est bid will b3 requere J toimmediatel
pay to the Receiver the amount there
of
Any persons claiming adversely the
above described land are advised to
file their claims, or objections, on or
before the time designated for sale
PAZ VALVERDE
Register
PUBLIC

Notice is hereby given that Wdliamll
Hamilton, of Mosquero, N. M. who on
OcUO, 1914, made HE No. OlaTÍOg for

SEJ-?;.-

8,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

FQR PUBLICATION
Feb. 1!), 1918
Department of the Interior
Notice is herebv given that Leretta
Clayton N M
U. S. Land Office at
A. Coleman formelv Leretta A. Blu- 1918
25
Fb
baugh of Roy, New Mexico who on Notice is hereby given that Dennis
Oct. 22 1014 made H E. No. 018082 for W. Wast of Roy, N. M. who on Nov
i,
and NWJ Sectioi. 21, K13, & April 16 1915 made H. E
3 Township 21N Range 27E N.M.P, Nos 016976 & 019844
for Lot 4, SEJ- Meridian, has filed notice of intention SWJ SWJ-SE- i
Sec, 19 NEJ. Sec. 30
to make three year final proof to estab and NWJ-NW- J
Section 29 Township
lish claim to the land above described 21N Range 28E N. M. 1 M, has filed
before F II Foster, U S com, at Roy notice of intention to make Three
N M on- the 11th day of April 1918.
Years Final Proof, to establish
Claimant names as witnesses:
claim to the land above described
Anna Christman
James Miracle
before F H Foster, U S Commissioner
E. J Coleman
Chas A Pears
17th day
office at Roy N. M., on the

PAZ VALVERDE,
4.07

Claimant names as witnesses:
George Terry
A. G. Tiujiilo
John Myers
John Beckmih
Mexico.
New
Solano
All of
VALVERDE
PAZ
Register
8

-

Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Smith
Osear Aspgren
Knutt Aspgren
J. M. Caddel

Sec.

J

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

PUBLICATION.

Section 4 Township 18N Kange 29 E
N. M. I'. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make three Year proof to
establish claim to the land described,
betore W II Willcox U S Com'r at
N.M.P. Meridian has filed notice of in Commissioner at Rov, N. M., on the Roy, N.N. on the 18th duv of Apr. 1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
tention to make final three year proof, 4th dny of May. 1918.
Elmer T.McDaniels
John U. Tob'er
to establish claim to the land above de
Claimant name3 as witnesses:
M, Lunsford
roster
Robert
Tinker
P.
F. H.
before
scribed,
Fred
Sanger
Charley
M
Driskill'
Frank
II Scorn, at Rov N. Mex. on the
Ralph Hazen
All of Mosquero New Mexico.
Arthnr Hazen
17th day of April 1918.
PAZ VALVERDE,
All of Mnsquer.i New Mexico

Claimant names as witnesses:
T.

SWi:SWi-NW-

Foil

NOTICE

B.
19N. ling. 2i)E
. Section 7, Twp.
on
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
Nov. 4 1914, made, H. E. No. 018734 intention to make Final Three year
SW1 SEJ, Sec. 10 Proof, to establish claim to the land
for NKJ, NJ-SENWJ-NE- i
Sec. 13 Twp 13N. Kng 27E. described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.

1

And with jewels at the points
of greatest friction, it's accural; yet it is sturdy, too like
other Ingersolls.

1

Se invita a TODOS LOS CATOLICOS que pertenecen a la parroquia de Roy a los Ejercicios de una
SANTA MISION que se dará en la Iglesia desde el
DOMINGO DIA 7 HASTA EL D'OMINGO

Mar. 16, 191'
Notice is hereby given that Necn-las- a
Co.uinguriz of Albert N. M.
who on Mar 8 1915 mad-- HE No0195.U
for Lots 1,2,3,
Nl-siSec. 31 Twp. o N. Rng. 29 E.
NMP Meridian, ban tiled notice of In
tentiou to make Three Year Proof, to

7

WJ-NE- J,

En La Iglesia Católica,
de RO Y, New Mexico

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U.S. Land
Office at Clayton New Mexico

Notice is hereby given that Perfilia
Chavez of Roy, N. M. who on April 10
NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION
l6l5.made Homestead Entry no 019794
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
I
for
Sec. 23,
J
Office at Clayton,
N. M.
Section 26, NJ SWJ Section 25 Town-shiMar. 21 1918
19 N, Range 25, E NM P M. has
Notice is hereby given that
filed notice of intention to make Final
01, ie D. Williams of Solano New
Three Year Proof to establish claim
Mexico who on April, 5 th 1915
to the land above described, before
for NWJ,
made HE. No. 019754
W. H. Willcox U. S. Commissioner, at
Section lOVTownship 18N Rarge 27E,
his office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
NMP Meridian has filed notice of
Uh day of May 1918.
to make three year proof, to
Claimant .names as witnesses:
establish claim lo me lanu aoove
Julian Sandoval Encarnación Garcia described, before F. H. Foster U. S.
Jose de Jesus Medina
Commissioner, at his office at Roy
Juan Isidro Romero N M on the 13th day of May. 1919. J
All of I'oy, Npw Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
A. C. Trujilio0
John Beckman
WJ-SE-

.

.

r

ROY GARAGE.

MIS ION

U S Land Office

Department of the fiiterfor
U S Land Office at. Clayton N M
Mar 4. 1918
"C" 2 - 23, 1918 .

that as direct
commissioner of the General
Land Office, under provisions of Sec,
2455, R S" pursuant to the application
of Hiram D Upton of Solano. N. M.
Serial No, 024363 we will offer at pnb-- ,
lie sale, to the highest bidder, but at
not less than 1, 75 per acre at 10 o'clock
A M on the 5th day of June 1918, next
at this office, the following tract of
S 23 T 18 N R 2dE N
J
land;
M P M
,
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared closed when those present at the hour named have ceased
bidding, The person making thé highest bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the amount .thereNotice is hereby given

ed by the

SE1-SE-

4-- fi

FOR SALE- :- A GoodVork

Horse, wt. 1,100
G. R. Abernathy
NOTICE FOIt l'biiL.icATIó'x
' ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
of
Feb. . 1913
"C"
1918.
April
of
given
as directed
hereby
is
that,
Notice
Lunsford
witnesses:
as
Robert
Claimant names
Frank M Driskill
of the General
by the Commissioner
J M Caddell
Neis L Wetterhus J. W. Johnson .Tr w n
Land otlice, under provisions of Sec.
of.
John W. NoWfin
J, H. Mitchell
All of Mosquero New Mexico.
2455, R. S. pursuant to the application
adversely
the
claiming
Any
persons
All of Roy New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
land are advised to of James R Kerlin of Rueyeros New'
d
PAZ V At.VERDE, Register.
objections, on or Mexico Serial No. 022471, we will offer
or
file
claims
their
6
designated for sale. at public, sale, to the highest bidder,
before the time
but at not less than $1,75 per acre, at
Register
Paz Valveude
10 o'clock A. M., on the 14th day of
May 1918 next, at this office, the follow
ing tract of land; SWJ-NE- J
S.c C,
Tho Roy Drug Store

rat

Kbu-vp-

above-describe-

3

Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
ROY, N. M.

Office and Exchange,
(

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

Solano, Mosquero,

Mills,

and intermedíate üoiuts.
' Roy City Exclianpe,
nected.

Abbott, Taylor Springs

Rural-Communi-

.

.

PHONE at Springer.

E

Lines

ty

Efficient

conService- -

JvE. Gilstrap, Mgr.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals'and

Stationery

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

N. Mex.

El Dorado Hotel

T 2; N, R ;t0E. N. M. I:. M.

Under new Management
Charles Chapman, Proprietor.

E. Las Vegas, N.M,
Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
in Rooms
Cold
Water
Hot and
Hotel
homelike
A quiet,
. one block from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District
.

.

Tourists and

Land-Seeke-

rs

Will find this the right place.

le kept open, bnj
closed when those present at the hour named have ceased
bidding. The person making the highest bid will be required to immediately
pay to the Receiver the ammour.t
thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
above- - pescribed land are advised to
tile tbeii claims. or objections, n or
before the time designated for sale.
The sale will not

will be declared

,

PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
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ir tbey want to snatch you out of the
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"Good. We'll do that first; and then
we'll go after this fellow Lnnterby,
want to get Stanton where I can pinch
blm, Billy ;'no, there's nothing personal
about it ; but when a great corporation
like the Escuhinte Lund company gets
down to plain anarchy and dynamiting,
It's time to mnke somebody sweat for
It. Let's go and get Fhnw."
Together they went across the corrl
dor, and Smith unlocked the door of
the disused room. The light switch
was on the
and Starbuck
found and pressed the button. The
single Incandescent bull) hanging from
the celling sprang alive and showed
the two men at the door an empty
room and an open window. The bird
hod flown. ,
Starbuck was grinning again when
he went to look out of the window.
The roof of the adjoining building was
only a few feet below the sill level,
and there wns n convenient fire escupe
ladder leading to the ground.
"It's us for that roadhouse out on
the Topaz trail before the news gets
around to Stanton and Lanterby," he
said definitely; and they lost no time
In securing an auto for the dash.
But that, too, proved to be a fiasco,
When they reached Barton's
place on the hill rond, the bar was
still open and a card game was run
ning In an upstairs room. Starbuck
did the ' necessary
of the
bartender. .
"Tou know me, Pug, and what I can
do to you If I have to. We want Hank
Lanterby. pitch out and show us
where."

that he had forfeited the right to see
her.
Out of the chaotic wreck of
things but one driving motive hud sur
vived, and it had grown to the stnture
of an obsession: the determination to
wring victory out of defeat for Tlmnayonl High Line; to fall, If he must fall,
fighting to the last gasp and with his
face to the enemy.
"I know," he said, replying, after the
reflective pause, to the charge passed
on by Colonel Dexter. "There 's a
friend of mine here from the Kust, and
I have been obliged to show her some
attention, so they say I am neglecting
my Job. They are also talking It
around that I am your Jonah, and saying that yeur only hope Is to pitch me
overboard."
"That's Dave Klnzle," growled the
MIssourlan.
"He seems to have It In
for you, some way."
"
"Nevertheless, he was right," Smith
returned gloomily. Then: "I am nbout
at the end of my rope, colonel the
rope I warned you nbout when you
brought me here and put me into the
saddle; and I'm trying desperately to
hang on until my Job's done. When It
is done, when Tlmanyonl High Line
can stand fairly on Its own feet and
fight Its own battles, I'm gone."
"Oh, no, you're not," denied the
ranenniun-presiuen- t
in generous pro
test. "You come on out home with me
tonight and get away from this muddle
for a few minutes. It'll do you a heap
of good ; yon know It always does."
Smith shook his head reluctantly but

to-th-

an tnat the bridle's off, and she can
J
talk all she wants to!".
"NÓ," said Smith shortly." "Iknow
what I ra doing, and I shall go on as
I have begun. It's the only way. Matters are desperate enough with us now,
and If I should drop out "
The telephone bell was ringing, and
Boldwln twisted his chair to bring himself within reach-othe desk set. The
message was a brief one, and at Its
finish the ranchman-presiden- t
was
frowning heavily.
"By Jupiter I It does seem as if ihe
bad luck all comes In a bunch!" he
protested,
"Williams was rushing
things Just a little too fast, and they've
lost a whole section of the dam by
stripping the forms before the con
crete was set. That puts us back an
other twenty-fou- r
hours, at least. Don'
that beat the mischief?"
Smith reached for his hat. "It's six
o'clock," he said ; "and Williams' form
strippers huve furnished one more rea
son why I shouldn't keep Miss Rich
lander waiting for her dinner." And
with that he cut the talk short and

-

0 RGAH IZET0tFI GIIF
Baboons Make War Very Much
as Do Human Ééñgs.V 1 J
Ample Proof That Intelligent Beasts
Recognize the Value of
Capable of
In AMIng the Young.

If we are to credit the testimony on
the subject offered by naturalists, man
Is not the only animal who carries on
his warfare by means of organized
bands, and calls In the forces of na
ture to assist him. There have been
witnessed In Africa fights that were
conducted In as orderly a manner as
if the warriors had been really men,
instead of only somewhat like them
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kidney

change of life,"

Smith was Jabbing his paper knife
absently into-thdesk blotter. "And
yet we go on calling this a civilized
country I" he said meditatively. The
with a sodden change of front: "I'm
In this fight to stay until I win out
In form, I. e., baboons.
or die out, Billy; you know that. As
One naturalist was stoned out of a
have said, Miss Terda can kill roe off
pass In a very few minutes by these
If she chooses to ; but she won't choose
creatures, who sprang upon ledges nnd
to. Now let's get to work. It's pretty
stones, looked down for a few molate to rout a Justice of the peace
ments on the vulley, growling, snarlout of bed to Issue a warrant for us,
ing and screnmlng, and then began to
but we'll do It. Then we'll go after
went his way.
roll down stones with so much vigor
Lanterby and make him turn state'
With a blank evening before her, and adroitness .that the Intruders took
evidence. Come on let's get busy."
Miss Rlchlnnder, making the tete-- a
to flight. The baboons evidently knew
But Starbuck, reaching softly for
tete dinner count for what It would, the value of
for the nathandhold upon Smith
tightened her hold upon the one man uralist saw two of them combine their,
desk, made no reply.
Instead he
available, demanding excitement. Noth- efforts in order to set a particularly
snapped his lithe body out of the chair
ing else offering, she suggested an eve heavy stone rolling.
One monkey,
and launched It In a sudden tiger
ning auto drive, and Smith dutifully bent on making the most of his misspring at the door. To Smith's aston
telephoned Maxwell, the railroad su sile, was seen to carry a stone up a
Ishment, the door, which should have
perintendent, nnd borrowed a runabout tree, that he might hurl It with greatbeen latched, came In at Stnrbuck'i
Smith drove the borrowed runabout er force.
wrenching Jerk of the knob, bridging
In sober silence,
and the glorious
Once, while some baboons were
with It, hat less, ami with the breath
beauty in the seat beside him did not crossing a valley, they were attacked
startled out of hlra, the new stenogra
try to make him talk. Perhaps she, too, by dogs, and, as Is usual during a
pher. Phaw.
was busy with thoughts of her own. march, the females and young were in
"There's your state's evidence," said
the center, the males heading the colStarbuck grimly, pushing the halfumn and bringing up In the rear. As
dased door listener Into a chair. "Just
the dogs rushed upon them the males
put the auger a couple of Inches Into
turned and faced their enemies, growlthis fellow and see what you can find,
ing, beating the ground with their
Richard Shaw had an exceedingly
hands, and opening their mouths wide,
had quarter of an hour when Smith
so as to show their glittering teeth.
and Starbuck applied the thumbscrews
They looked so fierce and malignant
to force a confession out of him. Nev
that the dogs Arab greyhounds, ac
ertheless, knowing the dangerous
customed to light successfully with hyground upon which he stood, he evaded
enas and other beasts of prey shrank
firmly.
and shuffled and prevaricated under
back. By the time they had been en"Never again, colonel It can only be
The barkeeper threw up one hand a
the chnrges and questionings until It
couraged to renew the attack, the
matter of a few days now, and I'm
became apparent that nothing short of as If he were warding off a blow.
whole herd had made their way, cover
not going to pull you and your wife
"You c'd have him In a holy minute,
bribery or physical torture would get
ed by the rear guard, to the rocks, one
and daughter Into the limelight If I can
monkey excepted.
the truth out of him. Smith, was not for all o' me, Billy ; you sure could," help It."
willing to offer the bribe, and since he protested. "But he's gone."
This little monkey sat on a rock sur
got
Colonel
Dexter
out
his
of
chair
"On the level?" snapped Starbuck.
the literal thumbscrews were out of
rounded by the dogs ; but he was not
"That's straight; I wouldn't He to and walked to the ofllce window. When
the question, Shaw was locked Into
long left In his perilous position. An
he came back It was to say : "Are they
you,
Billy.
Telephone
call came from
one of the vacant rooms across the
old baboon stepped from a cliff near
h
chasing you, John? for
by, advanced toward the dogs, keep
corridor until his captors could deter- town a little spell ago, and I got Hank something that yon bare done? Is that
ing, them In check by threatening gesmine what was to be done with him, outa bed t' answer It He borra'd what you're trying to tell me?"
tures and sounds, picked up the baby
"That Is one time when I fired and Barton's mare an faded Inside of a
"That Is it and they are nearly here,
pair o' minutes."
'
monkey, and carried it to a place of
missed the whole side of the barn,"
you
Now
know
at least one of the rea
"Which way?" demanded the ques
safety, on the cliff, while the, whole
Starbuck admitted, when Shaw had been
sons why I can't go with you tonight."
tioner.
crowd of baboons watched the act
across
remanded to the makeshift cell
be
shot
if
'Til
dol"
I
stormed
the
"T' the hills; leastways he ain't
of
heroism and shouted their battle
Is
a
Limit,
"There
the hall. "I know that fellow Is on
Verda."
generous
one. "I promised the missus
town when he breaks from
cry.
Stanton's pay roll ; and it's reasonably headln' f r
I d bring you "
here."
At all events, when Smith had helped
certain that he got his Job with you so
"You must make my excuses to her; her out of the car at the hotel entrance
Starbuck turned to Smith with a wry
Peanuts Up a Peg.
that he could keep cases on you. But
and to Corona you may say that I am and had seen her as far as the eleva
Until recently the peanut was re
we pan'tj prove anything that we say, smile.
"Shaw beat us to It and he scores once more carrying a gun. She will un tor, she thanked him half absently and garded as a casual one might almost
so long as he refuses to talk."
on us," be said. "We may ns well derstand."
took his excuse, that he must return say sportive article of provender.
It
"No." Smith agreed. "I can dis hike back, phone
"Which means, I take it, that you've the runabout to Maxwell's garage, wlth- has been looked upon as appropriate
Williams to keep his
charge him, and that's about all that eye on
things up at the dam, and go been telling Corry more than you've out laying any further commands upon to the small boy and the circus. The
can be done with blm."
to bed. There'll be nothing more do told the rest of us. That brings on him.
"peanut gallery," though but a mem"He Is a pretty smooth article," said ing tonight.'
more talk, John. I haven't said a word
Just as he was turning away, a bell ory to the present generation, Is a
Starbuck reflectively. "lie used to be
before, have I?"
boy came across from the clerk's desk
term for the cheap seats at
a clerk In Maxwell's railroad office,
CHAPTER XVI.
"No."
with a telegram for Miss Rlchlander, the top of a theater.
and he was mixed up In some kind of
"Well, I'm going to say It now: I've Smltn had no excuse for lingering, but
But now it is different The long- crookedness, I don't remember Just
At Any Cost
got only Just one daughter in the wide, with the air thick with threats he made despised peanut is coming into its own.
what."
With all things moving favorably for wide world, John."
the tipping of the boy answer for a It has the emphatic indorsement of
Smith caught quickly at the sugges- Tlmnnyonl High
Line up to the night
Miss Verda tore Mt. Hoover. Our people are advised
Smith stood up and put his hands momentary stop-gation.
of fiascos, the battle for the great behind him, facing the older man the envelope open and read the lnclo- - to eat peanuts.
;
"Wait a minute, Billy," he broke In water-rigd
seemed to take a sudden squarely.
sure with a
little frown comYou see, the peanut Is not a nut at
and then: 'There's no doubt In your slant against the local promoters,
after
"Colonel, I'd give ten years of my ing and going between her eyes.
all, properly speaking. It is a kind of
mind that he's a spy?"
the failure to cripple Stanton by the
"It's from Tucker Jibbey," she said,
"sure ne is, was the prompt re- - attempt to suppress two of his subordi- life, this minute, if I might go with you glancing up at Smith. "Someone has pea ; and, like other legumes, it Is rich
Coto
In
evening
stuff. A paper bag
Hillcrest
this
and
tell
Joinder.
nates. Early the next day there were
told him where we are, and he Is fol
"I was Just, thinking he has heard panicky rumors in the air, none of them rona what I have been wanting to tell lowing us. He says he'll be here on of peanuts (even nowadays, when
what was said here tonight which Is traceable to any definite starting point, her ever since I have come to know the evening train. Will you meet him somewhat reduced In size) affords a
fairly square meal.
what her love might make of me. The
enough to give Stanton a pretty good
One of the stories was to' the effect
and tell him I've gone to bed?"
The peanut, however, may be util
chance to outflgure our outfit again." that the Tlmanyonl dam had faulty fact that I can't do It is the bitterest
At the mention of Jibbey, the money- - ized to advantage In cookery for soup,
thing
or
can
ever
to
have
had
face,
I
"Right you are."
foundations and that the haste in ever be made to face."
spoiled son of the man who stood next for "peanut loaf," and in other ways.
"In which case It would be little building had added to Its insecurity,
Colonel Baldwin fell back into his to Josiah Rlchlander In the credit rat If you want the recipes, you can get
short of Idiotic In us to turn him loose. On the heels of this came clamorous swlng-clial- r
and thrust his hands Into ings, and Lawrencevllle's best Imita- them from the food administration at
court petitions from ranch owners be- his pockets,
tion of a flaneur, Smith's first emotion Washington.
low the dam site, setting forth the
was
one of relief at the thought that
"It beats the Dutch how things
flood dangers to which they were ex tangle
Thought He Was "Setting 'Em Up."
themselves up for us poor mor Jibbey would at least divide time with
posed and praying for an injunction to
A young Topeka army officer, now In
tals every little
he com- him In the entertainment of the bored
stop the work.
mented, after a frowning pause. And beauty; then he remembered that Jib- France, was seized while In Paris with
That this was a new move on Stan then: "You haven't said anything like bey had once considered him a rival,
desire to send his sister a present
and that the sham "rounder's" pres and finally decided on a waist, says
ton's part, neither Smith nor Sailings that to Corry, have you?"
ence in Brewster would constitute a the Kansas City Star. He entered a
questioned for a moment ;, but they no
"No.".
sooner got the nervous ranchmen paci
"That was white, anyway. And now menace more threatening than all the fashionable shop and selected a waist',
fied by giving an Indemnity bond for I suppose the other woman this Miss others put together.
but not knowing the size his sister reany damage that might be done, than
"I can't meet Tucker " he said blunt quired, singled out a pretty Parisian
over at the ho
other rumors sprang up. For one day telhas come and dug you up and got ly. "You know very well I can't"
clerk who looked about his sister's
"That's so," was the quiet reply. "Of size, end asked her to try the waist on.
and yet another Smith fought mechan- you on the end of her trailing rope,
ically, developing the- machinelike dog- That s the way It goes when a roan course you can't, what will you do When she returned the fit was progedncss of the soldier who sees the mixes and mingles too much. You when he comes? run away?'"
nounced perfect, and the young officer
battle going Irresistibly against him never can tell"
"No; I can't do that, either. I shall nodded approvingly
the cash
way,
and still smites on In sheer despera
keep
out of his
if I can. If he ier. As he turned back to claim the
"Hold on," Smith Interposed. "What
tlon. He saw, the carefully built, or ever else I may be, I'm not that kind finds me and makes any bad breaks, article, the clerk flew into bis arms and
gnnlzation structure, reared by his own
of a scoundrel.
I don't owe Miss he'll get what's coming to him. If he's kissed him again and again, exclaimefforts upon the foundation laid by Rlchlander anything
worth anything to you, you'll put him ing, "Thank you, thank you." All the
that I can't pay on
Colonel Baldwin and his ranchman as
the stage In the morning and send other clerks in the store then caught
without doing Injustice to the woman
oclates, falling to pieces. In spite of I love. But In another way I am a blm up Into the mountains to Join your the idea that the handsome young
all He could do, there was n panic of scoundrel, colonel. For the past two father."
American was "setting them up" genthe city council, alarmed days I have been contemptible enough
"The idea !" she laughed. "He's not erally to girls, who wanted new waists,
by the persistent story of the uusnfety
to play upon a woman's vanity merely coming out here to see father, Poor and begged hlra to buy for them also.
I
of the dam, was threatening to cancel for the sake of keeping her
If he could only know what The officer finally excused a retreat In
from talk- Tucker
h
"Are They
Chasing You the lighting contract with Tlmanyonl ing too
he Is In fori" Then: "It Is beginning some manner or Other, but the sister
much."
John?"
High Line; and Elnzie, though he was
The grizzled old ranchman shook his to look as if you might have to go still In Topeka has not'. yet received any
doing nothing openly, had caused the
deeper In debt to me, Montague. There present.'
We've got to hold him, proof or no
sorrowfully.
''.-head
word to be passed far and wide among
Is
one more thing I'd like to do before
you,
proof. Where would we be apt to
I
of
"I
didn't
think
that
John;
Tlmanyonl
stockholders, disaster
the
Why, that's what you I leave Brewster. If I'll promise to
catch Maxwell at this time of night?" could be averted now only by prompt sure didn
Her Horrible' Suspicion.
might call a
"At home and In bed, I reckon."
sort of keep Tucker away from you, will yonWe
all to be oversusplclous, Just
are
action and the swift effaceraent of their
tomordrive me out to the Baldwins'
game."
"Call him upon the phone and state
secretary and treasurer.
see tne now, of everything trad everybody. An
want
to
Lrow
I
afternoon?
"It Is Just that, and I know it as
the case briefly. Tell hlra if he has
Instance of this regrettable tendency
"They're after you,John," was the
any nip on Shaw that would warrant way the colonel put. It at the close of well as you do. But It's the price I colonel's fine horses, and he has Invited la furnished by an. edifying food Queue'
you
me,
know."
us In turning him over to the sheriff, the second day of
Story which Is going the rounds here.
"They have to pay for my few days of grace.
Smith's eyes darkened.
Miss Rlchlander knows the Stántons;
we'd like to know It,"
A queue had formed up outside a
say you're fiddlln' while Rome's
you've
Verda,
Is
limit,
and
a
"There
"You're getting the range now,"
Maybe yon know what they they've made it their business to get reached It," he said quickly. "If the butcher's shop in a London suburb and,
acquainted with her. One word from
laughed the
and Instead mean by that; I don't" .
colonel Invited you to Hillcrest It was In order to make things easier for all
of using the desk set, he went to shut
Smith did know. During the two her to Crawford Stanton, and a wire because you didn't leave him any concerned, the shppman adopted the
himself into the sound-proo- f
telephone days of stress Miss Verda had been from him to myliome town in the midparchance not to. I resign In favor of Jib plan of letting his customers In In
closet
ten,
eight
of
very exacting. There had been another dle West would settle me."
or
letting
ties
and
them
of
bey," and with that he handed her Into
The older man straightened himself
When be emerged a few minutes night at the theater and much tlrae- and said, "Good out from the rear of his' premises.
eyes the waiting elevator
later be was grinning exultantly. "That kllllng after meals In the parlors of the In his chair, and his steel-gra- y
One old woman, noticing that, though
night.:
many went in, none came out, marveled
wst sure a smooth one of yours, John. Hophra house. Worse still, there had blazed Suddenly.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Dick gave me the facts. Shaw's a been a daylight auto trip about town
"Break away from 'em, John!" he
greatly, and, when It came her turn to
thief ; but be has a sick sister on bis and up to the dam. The victim was urged. "Break It off short, and let 'em
Anticipating a' 8lump.
enter, she hesitated about doing so.
bands or said be bad and the rail- writhing miserably under the
all do their worst I Away along at the
"Hurry up, madam," shouted the
The Victim "And why should you
road didn't prosecute. Dick says for
but there seemed to be no help first Williams and I both said you be so much concerned even if I am butcher, who didn't want to lose time.
os to Jug him tonight and tomorrow for It Since the night of Verda
's
wasn't a crooked crook, and Tni be losing my hair? The Barber "Why,
"But what have you done with all
morn I ag fey& swear out the necessary
arrival in Brewster, he had not lieving It yet When It comes to thei sir, anyone is annoyed to fi&4 his bust the other people?" was ,the startling
11 an fight for ym. and! nest f ailing oC
mw Corona; he vas telling himself show-dowInquiry. London Times.;
4 J c. 'i
I V
'J
e
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gave
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out during the

tare Mrs. Margaretb.

Schmitt,' 63 Alabama Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. "My back ached and pained
a if it were broken.
When I moved in
bed, sharp, darting paint caught me
across my back ana 1
couldn't turn. Mornings
I wat itiff and tore and
it felt ai if heavy
weights were tied to me,
I
I was io worn-out- .
often came near falling from dizzineas and
flushes of fire would
come before my eyes,
blinding me.
Pin. Sckautt
"I had the moat se
vere headache and my kidneys didn't
act regularly. The secretions passed
too often and caused much distress.
I waa hardly able to do my houaework
and just to .walk upstairs .took all my
'
strength.
"A toon ai I began taking Docn'l
Kidney PiUt, I improved and aiz
boxes put me in better health than I
had enjoyed for yean."
Mrs. Schmitt gave the foregoing
statement in 1918 and on April 0,
1017, she said:
"My cure has been
permanent. I keep Doan'i on hand,
however, and take a few doses occasionally.

Cat Doan'i at Any Store, 60c a Bos

DOAN'SAV

CO, BUFFALO, N. Y.

FOSTER-MOSUR-

Small Pill

Small Dose
Small Price

ta
FOR

CONSTIPATION
have stood the test of time.
Purely vegetable. Wonderfully
quick to bani-- h biliousness,
headache, indigestion and to
clear up a bad complexion.
?

Cnuint bears

signatura

,

'

PALE FACES

sore-enoug-

p.

fine-line-

tissue-makin-

g

Generally Indicate a lack
of Iron in tha Blood

Carter's Iron Pills
Will help this condition

PATENTS

::

B. Coleman, Waaa- lifton.D.G. Book fme. Ulfb-a- si
referaoces. Beat retalie.

Wataoa

Don't Use Any Other
Than Cuticura Soap
To Clear Your Shin

eaabb

& & ssne.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

18.

Yet It Bored.
First Kdltor The preacher's sermon
had no point to it.
Second Kdltor And yet though It
had no point It greatly bored me.
The Kind.

"What plants do you think suitable
to beautify a cat cemetery?"
"Why not try
,
pussy-willows-

A prophet Is a person who expects
'
'
the unexpected.

e,
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stock-sellin-

Sure-Enoug-
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low-dow-

tin-hor- n

rule-or-rui- n
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price-payin-
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IN THE SPRING
will be the great test of a life and death
struggle on the Western front. In the
everyday walks of life, it is the spring
time that brings ill health. One of the
chief reasons why the run-dow- n
man
finds himself in a bad state of health in
March or April, is because he has spent
nearly all his hours for the past four or
five months penned up within the walls
of house, factory or office. It is the rea-- ,
son for our diminished resistance that
is, lack of out-dolife, coupled with
lack of good exerperhaps over-eatincise, insufficient sleep, and constipation.
In other words, we keep- feeding the
furnace with food but do not take out
the "clinkers," and our fire does not barn
brightly. Always keep the liver active.
There is nothing better for health than
taking an occasional mild laxative, perhaps once a Week; such a one as you
can' get at any drug store, made up ol

jalap, aloes,
tiny, easily taken ), which has stood the
test of fifty years of approval namely,
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. But for
the "Spring Fever," the general
condition, the lack of ambition, the
"blues," one "should "take a course ot
treatment every spring; such a standard
tonic as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery,-now
to be had in tablet form in
sixty-cevials.
Watch the people go
plodding along the street, s There's no
spring, no vitality. A vitalizing tonic such
as this vepetable extract ot Dr. Plerce'l
gives you the power to force yourself Into
action. The brain responds to the new
blood in circulation, and thus you're ready
to make a fight against stagnation which
holds you In bondage. Try It now! Don't
wait! Today Is the day to begin. Gain
little "peK" and laugh and Uve. Vim and
vitality are the natural
of s
healthy body. It does not spring up In i
night. Try this spring tonic, and you gain
the courage that cornea with good health,
May-appl-

(sugar-coate-

n

CnOuCIISAL TROUBLES
Soothe the irritation and von relieve the
Do both quickly and effectWelr
distress
by promptly using a dependable remedy-- "

"
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TROOPS
KEEP ENEMY
BACK, UNTIL. MAIN ARMY if

SHOCK
'
t,

WITHDRAWS.

.,

BRITISH
TEUTONS
SOMME

LINE
HURLED
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IS

HELD
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ACROSS

PERONNE

HAM,
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CHAUNY CAPTURED.
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home

Certain-íeed- ?

You pay for insurance against a fire loss that wsry
happen. Are you equally protected against losi

that surely will happen if your home remain!
unpainted, or poorly painted ? Is your property
Certain-tee- d
against deterioration and decay?
Wherever there

is need for paint or varnith, that need it wp-pli- ed
by a Ctrtam-tu- d
Paint or Varnith made (or the purpose.
For interior walls, ceiling, woodwork, floori and furniture;
for exterior walls, roofi, porches, outbuildings and porch
furniture
there is a Cirtain-Ut- d
product made to withstand
the use or exposure to which it will be subjected.

L'nlon Newt Service.

London, March 24. Assaulting the
British lines on the south, the Germans have forced their way forward

over a front approximately twenty-on- e
miles In length, have penetrated
to a depth of four or five miles west
of Canibral and have reached Ham,
west of St. Quentln, a distance of
about nine miles west of the British
lines aa they stood before the inception ot the Teutonic offensive on
Thursday.
--

With the British Army in France,
March ' 25. The British and French
who cooperate at the junction of the
two armies were viewing the trend ot
the German offensive with optimistic
eyes Sunday morning. Hard fighting
was in progress but reports Bhowed
little or no change in the situation In
favor of the enemy since Saturday,
white on the other hand the defenders
Varnishes
are more decorative than ordinary paints, their colon and finish more
had pushed the attacking forces back
clear and lustrous. And they are, in the ultimate, more economical) for
after a bitter struggle and were holdthey spread farther and but longer, and each color 1 priced according
ing strongly along the whole new
to its cost of production whereas most paints are told at a flat price,
front to which they had withdrawn.
based upon the production cost of the most expensive color.
Fighting of a most depperate nature has been continuous since the
For Porch and Lawn Furniture
Initial attack Thursday, but so far
the British have used few troops
The man in the illustration is
other than those which were holding
ing hii porch and lawn furniture
the front lines.
a coat of Ctriain teid Porch Fur
niture Enamel. The sun will not
These shock troops have been makfade hi color) rain will not dim
ing as gallant a defense as was ever
its lustre) hot weather will not
recorded in the annals of the British
often its surface. This enamel,
army and as a result they have enlike all other Ctrtain-Uiprod,
abled the main body of the forces to
compounded
of
is
pure
ucti,
fart J
M"")P
materials, properly proportioned,
fall back deliberately and without
accurately mixed by machinery
confuBion and occupy positions which
under the supervision of paint
had been prepared long before the
expert!.
German offensive began.
The Germans, on the other hand,
Cirtain-teiPaints and Varnishes art made for all uses, In all colors and
operating under the eyes of the Emin all sizes of cans. Any store that sells paints can supply you. If the
peror and the crown prince, have
dealer you apply to, cannot immediately supply you what you want,
been hurling vast hordes into the fray
he can obtain it promptly.
with utter disregard for lives and
Certain-tee- d
Products Corporation
have followed into the abandoned poOfficM and WanbouM la the Principal CitiM of America
sitions, getting farther and farther
Manufacturer of
away from their supplies and finding
Certain-tee- d
their communications increasingly difficult
More than fifty German divisions
Tough Luck.
The Patron.
already have been identified by ac"Poor Louise
"Did you order anything from the
Just as she met her
tual contact, and many of these men
Meal he" "Died?" "No, he met his grocer?" "No. I humbly requested a
were simply given two days' iron raMeal."
things."
few
tions and sent over the top Into the
frightful maelstrom made by the allied artillery, machine guns and rifles.
The slaughter of the enemy infantry
as it advanced in close formation
over the open has been appalling.
The British losses have been within
the .bounds expected, due to the tacThe allies
tics of the commanders.
have lost a considerable number of
men in prisoners and a certain number of guni. But very few pieces ot
white, mealy
artillery have been taken by the Germans since the first day. In fact, the
melting on
whole withdrawal has been executed
Um-m-- m!
you like
In a masterly manner, showing bow
thoroughly the British had planned for
'
because it is
Same
the very events which have occurred.
It is permitted to say now that some
Lucky Strike Cigarette
have known for a long time, namely,
that the British never intended to try .
to hold the forward positions In this
region If the Germans attacked them
..
In force.
There is every reason to believe
Cooking makes things deli--,
that harder fighting than has yet takcious toasting the tobacco
en place will develop shortly. " The
Germans, in the BrVtish view, cannot
made
Lucky Strike
now hesitate In carrying on their attack, and it is a case of break through
Cigarette famous.
or admit defeat.
In this circumstance it Is interest
ing to note a statement made yesterday by a German officer, a prisoner,
who declared that the German offensive was an net of desperation brought
on by the fact that the fatherland
must have peace.
The hardest fighting yesterday oc
curred east of Peronne and in the Bois
de Genlis. The most important phase
of the battle occurred in the latter
neighborhood. During trie morning
the Germans had pushed southward
toward Ham and has succeeded in getting a foothold at some points In the
defenses to which the British had fallen back.
The British organized a counter at
tack and hurled themselves against
the Germans with such ferocity that
the enemy was forced to give way and
the situation was restored. This was
one of the very few counter attacks
as yet attempted by the British. ,
Saturday night wag fairly quiet
along the battle front, but Sunday
morning the British again surged forward against the Germans to .the.
southeast of Ham, while the enemy
'
"'
continued their assaults.'
The Germans 'have captured Pérohne
and Ham, and; defeated British; and
American regiments brought up from
the southwest for a counter attack on
'
'
--L
' Guaranteed
Chauny, according to the Berlin war
office statement The statement adds
that more than SO.OOO prisoners have
been captured and COO guns have been
taken by the Germans.

Certain-tee- d
Paints and
1

IGREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER ; Í
bas bee a household. remedy all Ové
w orld for more than .hall
a century for ronatlpntlpn, intestinal
troubles, torpid liver and to geuernlll
depressed
feeling tluit ncconiimnlet
such dlsordors'.'.It Is u most vtiluable
remedy for indigestion ot nervous dy
péps! and liver trouble, bringing on

PaintsVarnishes

Roofing
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BAKED POTATO
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Government Control.
Even the children are Imbued with
the Idea of government control. I!et-tlwhile eating her evening meul, had
her knife In her hund and putting It
to her mouth, enld: "I was at Itlch-nfd- s
yesterday and a girl was there
eating with her knife."
"With n knowing look she contln-el- :
"I pretty near said to her, 'You
better look out, the government will
get after you that's against the law.' "

Sijntlcf

Thirty Years

TBBCEOTAimCOMPAWt
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I GIRLS!

(21

For Infants and CMldrcn.

Heavy Editorial.
Alexander H. Stephens, vire president of the Southern Ginfederaoy,
who after the Civil war was repeatedly elected to congress from (leorgiu,
wus an exceedingly thin man. One day
there fell under his observation a newspaper Item saying thut he weighed 00
pounds. In reply to this he wrote a
letter to the editor of the offending
Journal demanding an immediate retraction. "I will not be Hlandered in
this manner," he protested, "my
weight Is 04 pounds." The former vice
president was himself an editor, with
a habit of writing very long articles for
his paper In Georgia, und the contemporary which had made the unwelcome
statement regarding his weight refused
to retract It for the reason, he snld,
that "Mr. Stephens must have hud one
of his editorluls In his pocket when
he last tried the scales. This would
account for the difference of four
pounds between the two figures."
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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MAKE A

BEAUTY LOTION

tifiTit i

?

rnmir

Where in Western Canada vou can buv at from
$15 to $30 per aero good farm land that will raise
20 to 45 bushels to the acre ot $2 wheat
its
easy to figure the profits. Man? Western Canadian
(scores
S.)
paid
of them from the U.
have
farmers
for their land from a
single crop. Such an opportunity tor 100 profit on labor and investment

At the cost of a small Jar of ordinary
cold cream one can prepure a full quarter pint of the most wonderful lemon
is worth investigation.
skin softener and complexion beautlfler,
Canada extends to you a hearty invitation to settle on her
by squeezing the Juice of two fresli
lemons into a bottle containing three
ounces of orchard white. Care should
or secure some of the low priced lands in Manitoba, Saskatchewan or
be taken to strain the Juice through a
Alberta. Think what yon can make with wheat at $2 a bushel and land so
fine cloth so no lemon pulp gets In,
easy to get Wonderful yields also of Oats, Barley and
...
. i uu a., raising.
then this lotion will keep fresh for
i
coiuc
ibuch
lemmonths. Every woman knows that
The climate Is healthful and agreeable; railway fa- -' fe3ír-on Juice Is used to bleach and remove
cilitiea excellent: sood schools and churches convenient.
,.'
such blemishes as freckles, sallowness
Write for literature and particulars as to reduced railway
and tan and Is the Ideal skin softener,
rates to Supt Immigration, Ottawa, Canada, or to
smoothener and beautlfler.
W. V. BENNETT
Just try Itl Get three ounces of
Be BldOn Omaha. Neb,
Room
4,
orchard white at any pharmacy and
Canadian Government A tint
two lemons from the grocer and make
up a quarter pint of this sweetly frog-ralemon lotion and massage It dally
Knows Mother Now as Heroine.
Plumb Pudding.
Into the face, neck, arms and hands. It
The woman who plows Is not a new
"Charlie, dear," said Mrs. Newlywcd,
should naturally help to whiten, soften, woman, according to the Philadelphia "this Is my first plum pudding."
freshen and bring out the roses and Public Ledger.
"It looks rather nice," snld Charlie,
beauty of any skin. It Is truly marvel"My mother had 13 children," snld dubiously.
ous to smoothen rough, red hands. Adv. a prosperous shipbuilder. "She plowed
"Do you know, I was wondering
and
have one of- these while nmklng It," went on u Mrs. N,
Resolution Easy to Keep.
three-plo12
"why we call It plum pudding when
Mrs. Flntbush Is your husband
'
tractors, either. She had to there isn't a plum In ltl"
keeping his New Year's resolution?
cleave a straight furrow among the
"I fancy, my dear," snld Charlie, havMrs. Hensonhurst He sure Is.
rocks and stumps behind the horses.
ing eaten a little, "the word should be
"He must be a wonder to keep It Ibis
"She never pretended i wus easy spelt 'plumb,' which you will' find by
long."
work, for It wasn't. ... But sho was a the dictionary, means 'a little mass or
"Oh, I don't know. It wasn't so hurd heroine, and she did not complain. I Weight
of lend !' "
to keep."
know now, in the perspective of the
"What was it?"
years, the woman that she wus."
Makes the laundress happy that's Red
"That he wouldn't burn as much coal
Ctom Bag Blue. Makes beautiful, eleaa
this year as usual."
white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.
Tractor Vs. Mule.
Ten mules can haul about two tons
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the
' '
Their Kind.
original little liver pills put up 40 yean of material und ther work Is limited
pass,
they
ten
to
hours,
"When
tractor
but
the
hauls
25
antitrust
laws In
go. They regulate liver and bowels. A d.
tons and covers a distance of 20 miles the future they will have teeth In
'
'
at the same time.
them."
Consoling Him.
r ',. ..:
only
biting
;"ühí
that's
sarcasm."
Clerk "I cannot live on my snlnry,
sir." Boss "Then I'll try to be putlent
Some men love their dogs better
and wait, instead of firing you."
than they do their wives;' well, their
Uncle Pennywlse Says:
dogs don't growl at them.
It Is dfflcult to do anything for' a
Most people would rather blame a
man who is so Ignorant he doesn't
man for what he doesn't tliun give him
A rich widow makes a poor Investknow he's Ignorant. Louisville
ment when she buys a liusband.
credit for what he does.

Freo Homestead Lands of 160 Acres Each
riu,
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22 Million Families
iii the United States
4 CUPS OF WHEAT FLOUR TO THE POUND
If each

family used 4 cups of flour less per week, the saving
would be 22 million pounds or 112,244 barrels every week.
The greatest help housekeepers can give to win the war is to
make this saving and if can be done by using this recipe in.
place ot White flour bread.

.

,

Corn Meal Biscuits

.

.

Net Contents lSFluidflraoriny

headache, coming up of food, pulpl ration of henrt and tnnnyiother symptoms. A few doses of, August Flower
will immediately relieve you. It Is a
gentle laxative. , Ask your druggist
Sold in nil civilized countries. Adv.

d

d

c

scalded milk
Ícup corn
meal
2 tablespoon shortening

& teaspoon

salt

'

f cup white flour
4 taaapoons Dr. Price's Baking Powder
""'-'l-

i

Save V cup of the measured flour for board. . Pour milk over corn meal, add ahoftening and salt When
cold, add sifted flour and baking powder. Roll out lightly on floured board. Cot with biscuit cutter and
" '
"baits In greased pan fifteen to twenty minutes,
., ,
Ntw Red, White and Blue booklet, 'Best War Tima Recipes," containing many other
rectpet for making delicious and wholesome wheat saving foods, mailed tree.
,
tA- .

'Tt f )

,

DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING POWDER,

1013 Independence

Boulevard,

Chicago

FOOD WILL WIN THE WAR
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WARNING
Order Repair Parts Early!
Delay May Mean Serious Loss

To Our Patrons
f

mm v

For one week only, We will
offer to the Trade
7 Yards of Indigo-Blu- e
Calico
For $1.00.
im
This is $1.40 actual Value.

,

?
COMPLAINTS boi :!; i!ic wear cf
.
c:e th; rarest thing

&

shcc-so'c-- s

:

in the work! who re Walk-Ove- r
shoes are concerned. Walk-Ovecoica
really give unusual wear. This remarkable fact is due to the special Walk-Ove- r
purchasing cu:d tanning facilities.
The raw hides arc bought abroad by
foreign representatives and tanned by
an exclusive Walk-Oveprocess. No
"fillers" arc ever used. The result is a
durability of
that astonishes our new customers and gives constant satisfaction to our regular patrons.
r

Remember,

5

Don't rely on eleventh hour repair service this year.
Overhaul machines and order repair parts a Ion time in advance of the season you expect to use Uie machines.
Freight and express shipments move slowly now, and betroops and Government
cause of increasing movements
supplies, they are likely to move slower in the future.
Everything possible is being done by manufacturers and
the Government to assure the farmer of sample repair parts.
Nevertheless, he should take .steps to avoid inevitabledelays
by planning ahead. If he waits untij the minute he needs
them before ordering, it may be impossible to get repair
parts to him in time.
.
Order repair parts now. even if you do not expect to use
them for several months. That is the only way to be sure
and safe against the loss that you are almost certain to suffer
if you 'delay until the last minute
It is not only necessary to conserve, it is ver? necessary
to produce more. We are offering to you the best implements for that purpose.

One Week Only.
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The most satisfactory Farming Implements in U.S.

They are a splendid food, excellent for your

body, delicious when well cooked.

FLOERSHEIM
Mercantile Co. Roy,

What they do for your Body

111

They, are a good fuel, they 'furnish starch which burns
your muscles to let you work much as the gasoline burns
in an automobile engine to make the car go.
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One medium sized potato? gives you a3 much starch as
two slices or Drena.
Vhon you have potatoes for a meal
you need less bread. Potatoes can save Wheat. They give
yu sa't li',ie other vegetables. You need the salts to build
and renew all the parts of your body and to keep it in

order.

Ploersheim MercantiSe' Co
,.,

Trustee's
Order of the Court.

I will offer

Big Apron and Overall Dance
0. 0. F. Hall, Roy, N, M.
Saturday Night, April fith 1918.
All Dancers will de
or pay a fine of 25C.
All Invited
Tickets, $1.
I.

Pubilc Sale
By

,
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En-costu-

at Public Auction TO RENT:- - 35 acres cultivated

at the Fred Holder farw

land 3 miles from Roy.
miles southeast of Palouse Valley
Also' Bi'ood mare for sale.
School House, on
quire of P. R. Harris

Tues Apr. 2, '18

The Season's
Newest Designs

At

10

o'clock A. M.

2 Horses,

A large variety of patterns

2 Mules, 9

Cattle.

Suits

TERMS made known
sale. Credit given.

Made to Order

(

FOR SALE:Span pony mares
Bone grinder, 6 shelf oat sprout-eu- ,
Small feed grinder, Belle City
Incubator.
,
Wm. Brashears.

Get your stock in condition for
spring work, International and
Seneca Stock Foods, 10 percent
day of off during the month of March,
at
FAIRVIEW PHARMACY,

Property of Fred Holder.

Perfect Fit Guaranteed

Fred Brown
Trustee
Col. F. O. White Auct.

-

FOR SALE;-16- 0
acres in Kansas Valley bottom. Will sell to
highest bidder. Want quick results. Write,
Vincent S. Bushkevitz.
Lemot, 111.
Trading Fords has been a cup-ulpastime at the Anderson
Garage this week.
,

Ask to see our
Special Materials

Git

Wilson Co., Mills N. M. Clerk.
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About two hundred strictly
all wool patterns on display.
Exceptional Values
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Washington, March 18 At increase in the value of farm products from 1900 to 1914 of 1,200
per cent, an increase from 1910
to 1917 of more thad 400 per cent
and a saving to the plain' everyday farmer of nearly $80,000 a
year in the interest on farm loans
alone - that is the snswer to the
question "What's the matter
with New Mexico?" and also to
the question "What's the matter
with the Farm Loan Law?"
Figures in the possession of
Congressman W. B. Waltcnshow
that the farm loan law, one of
the most recent of the democratic platform pledges fulfilled by a
democratic administration, has
worked a miracle in the agricultural developement of the Sunshine State.
There are now in
the state an even one hundred
farm loan associations, distribut
ed among fifteen of the 28 coun
ties, and the loans now being
placed average approximately
$100,000. a month. These loans,
at the government rate of interest, mean that the farmer is getting his money for agricultural
development at a saving over the
regular banking rate of $79,900.
a year. Add to this the increased value of the land due to these
improvements, and it will be soon
that nothing short of an agricultural miracle has been worked in
New Mexico by the Federal lai m
loan law.

Peoria, 111.
Mar. 17th. 1913.
Spanish American
JACK P. MILLS
Roy, N. Mexico,
.
U. S. Commissioner
Dear Sir.
and all
Fillings, Proofs
We beg to advise that
we have moved from Chicago to j land matters.
Peoria therefore please change! Also Surveys and Plats.
Prompt Attention
n
the address of our
FARM FOR RENT:- - 320 acres
111,
Office
to Peoria
at Solano, New Nexico.
good
well 55 acres broke. Cash or
We also woukLbe pleased to
grain rent. Very reasonable.
receive the three last numbers of
Mr. Case, a Federal Farm-loa- n
W, H. Dunn, Roy N. M.
the Spanish American. We with Inspector, is here this week
to thank you very much for this
Fred Sisson is a new subscriber Choice Ranches and Farms
favor and beg to remain,
.
totheS-AYours very truly.
for Sale near. Roy. Let us
AlvinS. Bush,
Show them to yon.
(Sonny not Mike)
John Shamblin remembers us J L. Hayes Real Estate Cc.
How's this for a 12 year old
ih another year in advance on
N.M.
Roy,
Spanish-America-

Roy Trading
Company

Enf

Farm Machinery

to stlct from

Two
Piece
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Some Shoe Specials

for
Careful Buyers
During the past season we have accumulated
a number of styles in meu3 and boys shoes
which we cannot replace, owing to rising''
markets and the" scarcity of some grades of leather.

Rather than carry broken lots through
another season, we are going to place
them on sale at prices far below their
value if bought on todays market.
This is just the season when you need new
r
and this sab offers you the
opportunity to supply your needs at a very
foot-wea-

subt.tnaial saving

ccme

aid see.

work Shoes,

Boys Hard-Wea- r
Men's shoes,

$1.75 up

$2.50 up

Sale lasts until March 30th, only.
Come early and get yoar pick before sizes
are broken. .

"One Price to all"

Wilson Co. TÜL
Burn
OIL

in Fords
It means a Saving of 50 percent
Not in time and trouble and wear and tear on your disposition,

but a saving of 50 per cent in your fuel

bill-R- eal

Money Saved. If you belong to the vast multitud
of Ford owners who are doing everything possible to redut
the cost of running your car, you should not rest until yo
DEVICE) on your engine.
have intsalled a BURN-OIL

28 to 35 miles on one gallon of Kerosene

G. R. BELKNAP, Mills, N.M.

